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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
ENERGY DEMAND RESPONSE FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
SYSTEMS
by
Kishwar Ahmed
Florida International University, 2018
Miami, Florida
Professor Jason Liu, Major Professor
The growing computational demand of scientific applications has greatly motivated the development of large-scale high-performance computing (HPC) systems
in the past decade. To accommodate the increasing demand of applications, HPC
systems have been going through dramatic architectural changes (e.g., introduction
of many-core and multi-core systems, rapid growth of complex interconnection network for efficient communication between thousands of nodes), as well as significant
increase in size (e.g., modern supercomputers consist of hundreds of thousands of
nodes). With such changes in architecture and size, the energy consumption by these
systems has increased significantly. With the advent of exascale supercomputers in
the next few years, power consumption of the HPC systems will surely increase;
some systems may even consume hundreds of megawatts of electricity. Demand
response programs are designed to help the energy service providers to stabilize the
power system by reducing the energy consumption of participating systems during the time periods of high demand power usage or temporary shortage in power
supply.
This dissertation focuses on developing energy-efficient demand-response models
and algorithms to enable HPC system’s demand response participation. In the
first part, we present interconnection network models for performance prediction of
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large-scale HPC applications. They are based on interconnected topologies widely
used in HPC systems: dragonfly, torus, and fat-tree. Our interconnect models are
fully integrated with an implementation of message-passing interface (MPI) that
can mimic most of its functions with packet-level accuracy. Extensive experiments
show that our integrated models provide good accuracy for predicting the network
behavior, while at the same time allowing for good parallel scaling performance. In
the second part, we present an energy-efficient demand-response model to reduce
HPC systems’ energy consumption during demand response periods. We propose
HPC job scheduling and resource provisioning schemes to enable HPC system’s
emergency demand response participation. In the final part, we propose an economic
demand-response model to allow both HPC operator and HPC users to jointly reduce
HPC system’s energy cost. Our proposed model allows the participation of HPC
systems in economic demand-response programs through a contract-based rewarding
scheme that can incentivize HPC users to participate in demand response.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

High-performance computing (HPC) systems, such as petaflops supercomputers,
can consume a tremendous amount of power. For example, as of November 2016,
China’s 34-petaflops Tianhe-2 supercomputer, which currently consumes the most
power in the list of top 500 supercomputers [TOP16], has been reported to consume
almost 18 MWs of power, sufficient to power a small town of 20,000 residences. With
the advent of exascale supercomputers in the next few years, power consumption of
the HPC systems will surely increase: a recent projection indicates that an exascale
system would reach 60-130 MWs of power [YZW+ 13]. The massive power consumption of these HPC systems can expound significant stress for the power grid. HPC
has also shown significant fluctuations in the power consumption due to the varying job execution profiles and also sporadic maintenance schedules. Effective power
saving and power stabilizing methods must be seriously considered when building
future HPC systems.
Demand response programs are designed to help the energy service providers to
stabilize the power system by reducing the energy consumption of participating systems when the power grid becomes unstable due to a sudden rise in power demand
or other emergency incidents. Demand response can be broadly categorized into two
types: economic demand response and emergency demand response. In economic
demand response, participants voluntarily enroll in the programs (without the need
of prior commitment) and willingly reduce the load based on economic incentives offered by the supplier. Emergency demand response requires prior commitment from
the participants; once enrolled, it is mandatory for the participants to reduce the
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energy consumption to requested levels when supply shortage situations or emergency conditions occur. The U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have identified demand response as
one of the important policy goals to achieve power grid efficiency [HBH14, Fed16].
In addition to monetary benefits, demand response can also provide the associated
environmental benefits, such as reducing carbon emission [PJM14]. We have observed a recent increase in the participation of the demand response programs in
various sectors [The13, McA17]. Recent projection also shows that there will be
substantial growth in the coming years—an anticipated doubling of the overall participation in the demand response programs in 2020 has been projected [ME13].
Motivated by an increase in popularity of demand response program participation
and massive energy consumption of HPC systems, this dissertation aims to explore
the opportunity of HPC systems’ energy consumption reduction through emergency
and economic demand response participation.
To enable HPC systems’ demand response participation, we need to analyze
the power-performance tradeoff of HPC applications, and develop detailed performance prediction models for HPC systems containing thousands of nodes. The
rapid advancement towards exascale computing has led to the emergence of novel
hardware architecture designs in HPC systems that include accelerator technologies (such as GPUs), high core-count compute nodes with shared memory, deep
instruction pipelines, deep memory hierarchies with aggressive memory prefetching strategies, and sophisticated branch prediction for speculative execution. These
new architectural features enable massive parallelism and latency hiding that in
principle allow software and codes to scale to next-generation HPC systems. For
example, Intel’s Knight’s Corner node features 61 cores with shared main memory (albeit at a non-uniform access speed) that enables thread-level parallelism.
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In contrast, NVIDIA’s Tesla GPU accelerators have up to 3, 000 CUDA Cores per
CPU enabling vector parallelism. Different parallelization strategies were adopted
in these cases. CPU-based nodes use a significant fraction of their chip real estate
to implement pipelining logic (to enable instruction-level parallelism) and memory
prefetching logic at different cache levels (to enable latency hiding), whereas GPU
designs tend to maximize core counts with arithmetic logic units (ALUs) for enabling
vector parallelism. These novel hardware technologies have turned out to be disruptive to existing software portfolios in many industries and government branches
because simple re-compilation does not exploit these features very well. This in
turn has led to massive code re-factoring in many sectors, including—and perhaps
most pronounced—among users of high-performance computational physics code.
Performance prediction on how fast and how energy-efficient a code will run on a
platform is at the heart of computational co-design.

1.2

Problem Definition and Contributions

The primary goal of this dissertation is to identify the key challenges and explore
the power and performance modeling to enable HPC system’s demand response
participation.

1.2.1

Rapid Performance Modeling for HPC Systems

With frequent changes in HPC systems, it is imperative that performance prediction
of future HPC systems is properly realized. Of particular importance is the model
for the interconnection networks as it is critical to the understanding of the communication cost and thus the performance limitations of large-scale applications
on high-performance computing infrastructures. Such large-scale interconnection
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network models allow performance prediction of HPC applications on many nodes,
and therefore enable analysis of power-performance tradeoff of HPC applications.
There has been significant research effort on performance prediction and modeling of extreme-scale interconnection networks (e.g., [LHSJ15, LC11, Per10, PP14]).
However, few of these research efforts consider the effect of complex, dynamic application behaviors, such as computational physics code, on the underlying large-scale
interconnection network.
The Performance Prediction Toolkit (PPT) is a DOE co-design project that
aims at developing a comprehensive prediction capability for computational physics
code, algorithms and methods that perform on novel hardware architectures, thus
enabling fast adoption of new code by quickly identifying and ruling out unsuccessful refactoring schemes. PPT models both hardware and software at levels of
abstraction that are appropriate to the concrete question at hand, by applying a
mix of discrete-event simulation, stochastic and analytical models at various layers on the software and hardware stack. PPT relies on Simian [SEL15], a parallel
discrete-event simulation engine, and essentially consists of libraries of hardware
models, application models, and middleware models. PPT, along with Simian, is
designed to be lean, written in Python (or alternatively Lua) with minimal reliance
on third-party libraries in an effort to keep the code simple, understandable, and
yet offer high performance.
Contributions. Our contributions to performance modeling of large-scale HPC
system are summarized below:
1. We present PPT’s interconnection network models to model communication
among many nodes in HPC systems and predict performance of HPC applications. Our interconnection network models include widely-used interconnect
topologies with emphasis on production networks (both existing and planned
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interconnection networks). In today’s top-ranked HPC systems, we see three
common network types: torus (e.g., Cray’s Gemini, IBM’s Blue Gene/Q),
dragonfly (e.g., Cray’s Aries), and fat-tree (e.g., Infiniband). They constitute
a majority of the production network topologies. Our survey on the latest
supercomputers (http://www.top500.org, June 2016) shows that the three
topologies account for 54% of the 500 fastest supercomputers in the world (44%
for fast ethernet and 2% proprietary). Among the top 100 supercomputers, the
three topologies grow up to 82%. 14 of the top 15 ranked supercomputers are
interconnected by the three types. In PPT, separate interconnection network
models have been developed and carefully parameterized in PPT to capture
various production interconnection networks. We present sufficiently detailed
interconnection models for Cray’s Gemini 3-D torus, IBM’s Blue Gene/Q 5-D
torus, Cray’s Aries dragonfly, and Infiniband’s fat-tree network.
2. PPT’s interconnection network models are packet-level models, where network
transactions (e.g., for MPI send/receive and for collective operations) are modeled as discrete events representing individual packets (typically, around 64
bytes in size) being transferred by the network switches and compute nodes.
This is a conscious design decision. Our hypothesis is that in most scenarios,
packet-level simulation should be sufficient to capture major network behaviors (throughput, delay, loss, and network congestion) with sufficient accuracy,
and as such, should be able to identify potential performance bottlenecks at
the interconnection networks while running large-scale scientific applications.
Compared to more detailed models, such as those implemented at the phit
level (virtual channels), packet-level simulation can easily outperform detailed
models by several orders of magnitude. We present extensive validation studies of our MPI and interconnect models, including a trace-based study using
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data obtained from executing real-life computational physics code on an existing high-performance computing platform. Our experiments suggest that our
packet-level models can provide sufficient accuracy.
3. PPT’s interconnection network models can be easily incorporated with the
application models. Our interconnection network models interface with the
message-passing interface (MPI) model. MPI is the most commonly used parallel programming tools for scientific applications on modern HPC platforms.
Our MPI model provides convenient methods for deploying the parallel applications and performing communications on the target parallel platform. We
have implemented all common MPI functions, including point-to-point communications (both blocking and asynchronous methods) and collective operations (such as gather/scatter, barriers, broadcast, reduce, and all-to-all). In
addition, we implemented MPI groups and communicators so that collective
communications can take place among an arbitrary subset of processes. As
a result, most scientific applications can be simulated directly using the communication functions provided by the MPI model.
4. We conduct extensive validation study of our interconnect models, including a trace-driven simulation of real-life scientific application communication
patterns. We also perform performance study of a computational physicsbased parallel application using our interconnect model. All the results show
that our interconnect models provide reasonably good accuracy. Moreover, we
study the parallel performance of our integrated models on large-scale HPC
platforms and show good parallel scaling performance.

6

1.2.2

Emergency Demand Response for HPC Systems

Being a massive energy consumer of the power grid, the HPC sector can contribute
toward ensuring grid stability and energy reduction through its participation in the
demand response programs. Recent research has studied the feasibility and identified the associated challenges in the HPC demand response [BGA+ 15, PBG+ 16].
Patki et al. [PBG+ 16] suggested that supercomputing systems in the U.S. may be
willing to participate in the demand response programs if tighter and more frequent
communications can be established between the supercomputing centers and their
energy service providers. Patki’s study is based on a qualitative analysis of cooperative demand-management strategies. We note, however, that there is no related
work on the job scheduling and resource provisioning strategies at HPC centers that
can operate with demand response. Various energy-efficient HPC job scheduling
algorithms (e.g., [SLGK14, PLS+ 15, ECLV12]) and resource provisioning methods
(e.g., [GFFC07, LM06, BHC+ 16]) have been proposed in the literature. These studies aim at reducing the overall energy consumption of the HPC systems, but do
not consider demand response. In this dissertation, we explore the opportunities of
the HPC centers participating in the demand response programs through a study
of detailed job scheduling and resource provisioning strategies.
Contributions. Our contributions to power modeling in terms of emergency
demand response participation from HPC systems are summarized below:
1. We propose an HPC job scheduling and resource provisioning algorithm for
demand response. For job scheduling, we assume first-come-first-serve (FCFS)
with possible job eviction and restart in response to the reduced power level
during the demand response periods. For resource provisioning, we dynamically scale the frequency of the processors in order to achieve optimal en-
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ergy conservation and power stability during the demand response periods.
During normal periods, the processors in HPC systems operate at maximum
frequency for best performance. Also, we develop a simulator for job scheduling and resource provisioning to study the effect of demand response. The
simulator is built upon a parallel discrete-event simulation engine capable for
handling large-scale models. The simulator has been validated using real-life
HPC workload traces.
2. We exploit the power-capping capability in the modern processors to enable
HPC system emergency demand response participation. We present prediction models for power and performance prediction with respect to different
power-capping values. We propose a demand response participation model for
HPC systems based on the prediction models with power capping. We extend
the HPC system demand response model by exploiting job malleability. We
incorporate an energy-to-solution prediction model to the demand response
model in order to determine the optimal job size and power-capping values.
3. We conduct extensive trace-based simulation studies to show the effectiveness
of the proposed job scheduling and resource provisioning algorithm for demand
response. The results demonstrate that our proposed approach is a viable
solution for attracting supercomputing centers to participate in the demand
response programs as it can improve power stability and energy reduction
with only moderate increase in execution time for the jobs. Moreover, we
perform experiments using real-life scientific applications on an existing cluster
to measure application performance and power usage under different powercapping values. Using these measurements, we use trace-based simulation to
show the effectiveness of our proposed demand-response model and compare
it with power-capping policies implemented in processors.
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1.2.3

Economic Demand Response for HPC Systems

Demand response program anticipates customers to reduce energy consumption
upon requests from the power utility companies during the time periods of high
demand power usage or temporary shortage in power supply. Customers are willing
to participate in demand response programs in expectation to receive financial or
operational benefits from the utility companies. Overall, demand response has become increasingly popular among power utility companies. Revenue earnings from
demand response has increased significantly in recent years. For example, a report from PJM Interconnection (a large utility company servicing many states in
the U.S.) shows that it has achieved an earning of $650 million from various demand response participation in 2016, a significant increase from only about $50
million in 2006 [PJM17]. Much of this growth can be attributed to the economic
demand response programs using incentives provided via fluctuations in electricity
pricing, through which the power utility companies can signal the consumers to
adapt their behaviors at various time granularities (such as hourly). In the final
part of this dissertation, we address how to reduce energy cost in HPC systems
through a contract-based economic demand response participation.
Contributions. Our contributions are summarized below:
1. We propose an economic demand response participation model for HPC systems for energy reduction. We propose a rewarding scheme to be offered by
the HPC operator to the HPC users based on contract design to encourage
the willing participation of the users in demand response.
2. Our analyses demonstrate that the proposed contract-based demand response
mechanism preserves important properties of the contract theory, including
individual rationality (IR), incentive compatibility (IC), and monotonicity.
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3. Through trace-based simulation, we provide the empirical evidence of our proposed approach and further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
mechanism compared to other existing approaches. The simulation experiments also support our analytical claims in practice.

1.3

Related Publications

This dissertation is drawn from the following publications:
• Kishwar Ahmed, Jason Liu, and Kazutomo Yoshii. Enabling Demand Response for HPC Systems Through Power Capping and Node Scaling. Submitted to IEEE International Conferene on High Performance Computing and
Communications (HPCC), 2018.
• Kishwar Ahmed, Jesse Bull, and Jason Liu. Contract-Based Demand Response Model for HPC Systems. Submitted to International Conference on
Parallel Processing (ICPP), 2018.
• Kishwar Ahmed, Jason Liu, Abdel-Hameed Badawy, and Stephan Eidenbenz.
A Brief History of HPC Simulation and Future Challenges. In 2017 Winter
Simulation Conference (WSC), pages 419-430. IEEE, 2017.
• Kishwar Ahmed, Jason Liu, and Xingfu Wu. An Energy Efficient DemandResponse Model for High Performance Computing Systems. In 2017 IEEE
25th International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Telecommunication Systems (MASCOTS), pages 175-186. IEEE,
2017.
• Kishwar Ahmed, Jason Liu, Stephan Eidenbenz, and Joe Zerr. Scalable interconnection network models for rapid performance prediction of HPC applica-
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tions. In High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC), 2016
IEEE 18th International Conference on, pages 1069-1078. IEEE, 2016.
• Kishwar Ahmed, Mohammad Obaida, Jason Liu, Stephan Eidenbenz, Nandakishore Santhi, and Guillaume Chapuis. An integrated interconnection network
model for large-scale performance prediction. In Proceedings of the 2016 ACM
SIGSIM Conference on Principles of Advanced Discrete Simulation (PADS),
pages 177-187. ACM, 2016.

1.4

Outline of the Dissertation

We discuss the background and related work in Chapter 2. We first provide a snapshot of the existing performance prediction models and simulators in Section 2.1.
We consider models for different sub-systems, including processors, memory, and
interconnection networks. We also discuss application models that can capture
the runtime behavior of the large-scale scientific applications. We discuss analytical
models and tools for energy and power prediction of the HPC systems in Section 2.2.
We present how to model HPC applications’ performance on underlying architecture, and present our rapid performance prediction models for large-scale interconnection network in Chapter 3. Section 3.1 discusses background information and
challenges. Section 3.2 describes related works and compares our approach with
the existing methods. Section 3.3 provides an overview of our design. In the same
section, we also provide the MPI model and the details of our torus, dragonfly, and
fat-tree interconnection network models (along with validations). In Section 3.4,
we present trace-driven simulation of real-life scientific application communication
patterns, as well as performance study of a computational physics-based parallel
application using one of our interconnect models.
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Chapter 4 describes our approach to address HPC system’s massive power consumption and presents our energy-efficient emergency demand-response models for
HPC systems. We present background information and contributions in Section 4.1.
In Section 4.2, we describe related work and compare the existing approaches with
our proposed method. In Section 4.3, we explore the opportunities of the HPC systems participating in the emergency demand programs through a study of detailed
job scheduling and resource provisioning strategies. In Section 4.4, we exploit the
power-capping property in the modern processors and node scaling of HPC applications to enable HPC system emergency demand response participation.
Chapter 5 presents our economic demand-response model for HPC systems. Section 5.1 discusses background information and challenges. Section 5.2 describes
related works and compares our approach with the existing methods. Section 5.3
describes the contract-based HPC economic demand response participation model.
In Section 5.4, we present the problem formulation and corresponding algorithm.
We also describe the necessary conditions for contract design mechanisms in the
same section. In Section 5.5, we use real-life data to show effectiveness of our proposed solution. Finally, we present our concluding remarks and provide direction
for future work in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1

Performance Prediction Models

HPC systems today consist of hundreds of thousands of compute nodes, and can
perform tens or hundreds of quadrillion floating point operations per second [Tsa13,
Cou16]). HPC architectures have gone through rapid changes to facilitate the increasing computational demand of scientific applications in many areas, such as
astrophysics, particle physics, earth and climate science, computational chemistry,
computational biology, and so on. Novel technologies, for example, many-core processors, GPUs, persistent memory, and complex interconnection networks, have been
introduced constantly to fulfill the increasing scale and performance of such systems.
With the changing hardware architectures also comes the changing software design
and implementation of scientific applications in order to take best advantage of the
new computing resources.
Modeling and simulation plays an important role for performance prediction and
analysis of current and future HPC systems. It can be particularly useful for evaluating the whole-system impact when new components are introduced, for comparing
the performance of different system design alternatives, and for locating performance
issues of computational code on novel HPC platforms even before their realization.
It is thus not surprising to see many HPC models and simulation tools created in
the past for exactly the same purposes. They model the HPC systems at different
granularity: some are created to study specific components of the HPC systems
(processors, memory, interconnect, storage, and so on), and others are meant for
studying the overall system performance in aggregate. The important difference lies
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in the accuracy-performance trade-off that has been applied to effectively capture
the salient features of the target system.

2.1.1

Interconnection Network

HPC interconnection network offers a systematic way to connect compute nodes,
processors, memory, and storage units. Important aspects of an interconnection
network model include accurate representation of the network topology, routing,
resource scheduling (such as flow control), and network queuing. Different interconnection network topologies exist in current HPC systems, including fat-tree (e.g.,
IBM’s Infiniband), torus (e.g., IBM’s Blue Gene/Q, Cray’s Gemini), and dragonfly
(e.g., Cray’s Aries). An accurate model of these interconnection networks is important for us to understand the communication cost as one of the most important
constraints on the performance of scientific applications running on HPC systems.
BigSim [ZKK04] is an early effort for performance prediction of large-scale parallel machines (e.g., Blue Gene/L machines), based on the model of parallel applications on the target architecture (such as using MPI). The interconnection network
models developed in BigSim are relatively simple as they do not consider network
congestion [CGL+ 14]. BigSim is implemented using Charm++, an object-based
and message-driven parallel programming system [KK93]. The simulator adopts
optimistic parallel simulation for scalability, using inherent determinacy of the target parallel applications to reduce the synchronization overhead. Experiments show
that BigSim is capable of scaling up to 64K simulated processors.
Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) is an all-inclusive simulation framework for
modeling large-scale HPC systems, including processors, memory, interconnection
networks, and I/O systems [RHB+ 11]. SST consists of models of various hardware
components with different levels of accuracy and granularity, and attempts to achieve
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scalability by using conservative parallel simulation based on the “distance” between
the system components. SST supports generic router models which can be used to
build different network topologies, such as binary tree, fat-tree, hypercube, flattened
2-D butterfly, 2-D and 3-D mesh, and fully-connected graph. The interconnection
network models in SST, however, do not support flow control between routers and
the links between routers are assumed to have infinite capacity. SST is an ongoing
project and is able to include active contributions of many advanced component
models as part of a scalable and open-source simulation framework.
Extreme-scale Simulator (xSim) is a performance-prediction toolkit for future
HPC architectures [EL10, BE11]. xSim applies parallel discrete-event simulation
using lightweight threads and has achieved good scalability with millions of MPI
ranks running a simple MPI program. [JE11] extended xSim to incorporate a network model with different topologies (star, ring, mesh, torus, and tree), and different
hierarchical network combinations (such as network-on-chip and network-on-node).
However, the xSim models do not consider traffic congestion or any detailed blocking
behavior which can be important to applications on real interconnection networks.
µπ [Per10] is an MPI simulator built upon an efficient conservatively-synchronized
parallel simulator that presents a feature-oriented world-view. µπ supports simulation of large-scale MPI applications. Experiments show that it can run up to 27
million virtual MPI ranks on as many as 216,000 cores of a Cray XT5. More recently, Perumalla et. al. [PP14] proposed to extend µπ and include direct execution
to run even larger number of tasks. The simulator focus on MPI communication of
applications, but does not contain any detailed interconnection network models.
Co-Design of Exascale Storage System (CODES) simulator is another comprehensive simulation platform to model various large-scale systems, including storage
systems, interconnection networks, HPC and data center applications [CLL+ 11].
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CODES provides detailed interconnect models for various interconnect topologies,
including torus [LC11], dragonfly [MCRC14], and fat-tree [LHSJ15]. The simulator
is built on Rensselaer Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS), a parallel discreteevent simulation engine using reverse computation [CBP02], and is capable of simulating very large interconnect configurations (with millions of nodes). Trace-driven
capabilities have also been added to CODES to replay large execution traces for
studying network performance [AJB+ 15].
Garnet [AKPJ09] is an on-chip interconnection network simulator, which builds
upon the lacking of GEMS [MSB+ 05] and performs “detailed” interconnect communication between on-chip routers. Through modeling detailed router microarchitecture, Garnet is able to capture various details such as virtual channel arbitration
and realistic link contention. Garnet has provision for easy-configuration of various
parameters (e.g., different network topologies, interconnect bandwidth configuration
through flit size, router parameters such as arbitrary number of input and output
ports, various routing algorithms). TOPAZ [APM+ 12] is yet another open-source
NoC simulator with broader analysis spectrum (e.g., tradeoffs between accuracy,
simulation speed for various interconnection network). It has an easy incorporation
capability with other simulation tools (e.g., GEMS and gem5) in runtime. TOPAZ
is multithreaded, therefore providing more accurate prediction capability without
compromising simulation execution time. In addition to being capable of simulating NoCs in multicore processors, TOPAZ also supports simulation of large-scale
interconnection networks and is able to simulate networks consisting of millions of
routers.
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2.1.1.1

A Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation Engine

All our initerconnection network models are developed based on Simian, which
is an open-source, process-oriented parallel discrete-event simulation (PDES) engine [SEL15]. Simian has two independent implementations written in two interpreted languages, Python and Lua, respectively. Simian uses a conservative barrierbased synchronization algorithm [Nic93] for parallel execution.
Simian has several distinct features. First, Simian adopts a minimalistic design.
For example, the Python implementation of Simian consists of only around 500 lines
of code. As a result, it requires low effort to understand the code and it is thus easy
for model development and debugging. Second, Simian features a very simplistic
application programming interface (API). To maximize portability, Simian requires
minimal dependency on third-party libraries. Third, Simian takes advantage of justin-time (JIT) compilation for interpreted languages. For certain models, Simian has
demonstrated capable of outperforming the C/C++ based simulation engine.
To develop models on Simian, it is necessary to understand the Simian API,
which contains only three main modules: the simulation engine, entities, and processes. A simulation engine is a logical process responsible for synchronizing with
other logical processes (using a simple window-based conservative synchronization
mechanism). Entities are containers for state (such as a network switch or a compute node). The entities also contain event handlers (called services in Simian).
An entity can communicate with others by scheduling services at the other entities. Processes are independent threads of execution on the entities. Simian uses
lightweight threads to implement the processes—greenlets in Python and coroutines
in Lua.
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2.1.2

Memory System

The processor memory has also gone through rapid changes in architectural design for increased capacity and performance. [DBM+ 11] projected that the memory capacity would reach as much as 128 peta bytes, mixing different technologies
from DRAM to non-volatile memory with varying performance aspects (in terms of
throughput, access latency, etc.) There exist a number of simulators in the literature
for modeling the memory system.
Among the early efforts for simulation of memory system, CACTI [WJ96] is perhaps the most versatile tool with capability to model memory hierarchy at various
levels: registers, buffers, caches, main memory. Another well-established memory simulator is DRAMsim [WGT+ 05]. It is an open-source cycle-accurate DRAM
simulator, which supports various DRAM types, including SDRAM, DDR, DDR
II Memory. The simulator considers various components of DRAM (e.g., DRAM
memory controllers, DRAM modules for bits/data storage, and buses through which
the DRAM modules communicates), and model them at great detail. It can also
model the power consumption of DRAMs. DRAMsim2 [RCBJ11] is an extension of
DRAMsim where it can simulate DDR II and III memory systems. It is important
to note that both DRAMsim and DRAMsim2 are publicly available, and they can
be incorporated with other simulators (e.g., gem5 as noted in Subsection 2.1.3) as
part of a large system simulation framework.
There are also many recently-proposed memory simulators to support simulation of DRAM memory system. For example, USIMM [CBS+ 12] is a DRAM main
memory system simulator with support for power model based on the Micron power
calculator [Jan10]. The USIMM simulator is capable of working with multiple workload traces, where each trace represent a different program being executed on a dif-
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ferent processor. USIMM provides interfaces to trace-based processor model. The
simulator supports a number of memory scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature, including FCFS, credit-fair, power-down, close-page, first-ready-round-robin,
and MLP-aware. The trace based nature of the simulator is both an advantage and
disadvantage at the same time. DrSim [JYE12] is another open-source cycle-based
DRAM memory system simulator. A main feature of this simulator is its focus on
achieving flexibility, which makes it easy to incorporate a variety of DRAM system
topologies. Ramulator [KYM15] is a recent open-source simulator for current and
future DRAM systems. Ramulator aims to be fast, efficient and easily extensible.
Currently, it provides cycle-accurate performance models for a variety of DRAM
standards (such as DDR III/IV, LPDDR3/4, GDDR5, SALP, AL-DRAM, etc.)
Ramulator’s memory model has been validated against an actual implementation
of DDR3 memory (with Micron’s DDR3 Verilog model). Compared to the other
simulators thus far, Ramulator can be shown to have achieved the best simulation
performance.

2.1.3

Processor System

The processor architecture in HPC system has gone through perhaps the most rapid
changes in recent years. Introduction of multicore and manycore architectures,
support for various instruction sets, and the arrival of accelerator technologies (such
as GPUs) are some examples of recent changes. Many simulators exist; a few have
been proposed recently to incorporate new processor architectures with modified
capabilities. They differ mostly in terms of how many instructions can be executed
per second, how many cores they can support, and how accurately they can replicate
the instruction execution behavior. In this subsection, we present some of the wellknown processor models.
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Processor simulators have gone from a single processor (core) trace-based, functional, atomic, in-order, and in-order with Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) of one, to
out-of-order cycle-accurate multicore simulators. The most famous and most widely
used single processor/core simulator is SimpleScalar [ALE02]. It simulated almost
all of the complex interactions a “modern” superscalar processor (at the time) would
have from reorder buffer, multiple issue, register renaming, complex branch prediction schemes, caches, and Simultaneous multithreading [TEL95] (SMT, now known
as Hyperthreading in Intel Processors). SimpleScalar implemented Alpha and PISA
Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs). After Alpha died as a commercial processor,
Simplescalar suffered the stigma of an outdated ISA even though RISC ISAs were
still similar to what Alpha implemented. Depending on which version and which research group used it, the simulator lacked a realistic memory system that simulated
contentions on buses connecting the caches to the memory system and the contention in the DRAMs themselves and by the time that was widely available, Chip
Multiprocessors (CMPs) now known as multicores had taken the processor world
by storm. The advent of such complex processors pushed researchers to implement
multicore simulators that spanned a wider range of capabilities. RSIM [PRA97]
was the only multiprocessor simulator that was publicly available but it was not
maintained and thus was outdated by the time multicores were fashionable.
Some of the most known multicore processor simulators that came out publicly were: SIMICS [MCE+ 02], GEMS [MSB+ 05], M5 [BDH+ 06] and lately GEMS
merged with M5 generating the gem5 [BBB+ 11]. gem5 is a simulator that tries
to simulate with varying degrees of accuracy and speed for different components
of a multicore system. It has the entire spectrum from atomic cores to cycleaccurate out-of-order cores. It does have a memory subsystem including caches
and coherence protocols. It also can accommodate an on-chip interconnection net-
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work (i.e., Network on Chip “NoC”) model/simulator (e.g., Topaz [APM+ 12] or
Garnet [AKPJ09]) both independently implemented. One can implement his own
coherence protocol and plug it in seamlessly. As we pointed out in Subsection 2.1.2,
DRAMSim and DRAMSim 2.0 are two examples of how flexible gem5 is. It allows
hooking up a detailed cycle-accurate memory system simulator seamlessly. GPGPUs as accelerators that have taken their fair share of publicity also has an existence
in gem5 where there is an implementation of a GPGPU integrated into gem5 (called
gem5GPGPU [WSS+ 12]).
Another aspect of gem5 is that it can perform either in System Call Emulation
(SE) mode or in Full System (FS) mode. This last point pertains to the interaction
of the programs running on the processor and the operating system (OS). In system
call emulation mode, the simulator fakes the existence of an OS by only implementing the minimal set of services that a program needs to run (e.g., reading and
writing files). Whereas, in Full System mode, the simulator really boots up an OS
(e.g., Linux or Android) and the user gets a command prompt to run his or her program(s) on the simulator. There is a trade-off between these two modes, one gives
a more realistic view of the interaction in a real system where the OS interacts and
influences the benchmarks/applications (e.g., database applications, OLTP, Data
Mining etc.), as opposed to the other applications where such interactions are not
present and only the application/benchmark performance is observed (e.g., most
scientific applications). Full system mode is far slower than system emulation mode
and likewise an out-of-order cycle-accurate core will be far slower than an in-order
CPI of one core. At the end of the day, it is a judgment call and an experimental
design parameter that has to be made consciously by the research team.
The main advantages of gem5 are the facts that it is a community research
project and that it is highly extensible. It does support a variety of instruction
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sets spanning commercially available CPUs such as x86 and ARM as well as famous
outdated essentially extinct ISAs such as SPARC and Alpha. A new branch is
implementing the RISCV [WLPA11] open-source ISA. gem5 has taken the place
of Simplescalar in the processor simulation world where it is the defacto processor
simulator.
There are many other recent multicore and manycore simulators. For example,
McSimA+ [ALSJ13] is a lightweight, flexible, open-source simulator with detailed
models for the micro-architecture of uni-core, multicore and manycore processors.
The overall simulator design is divided into two parts: the (front-end) functional
simulation and the (back-end) timing simulation. The functional simulation is based
on Pin, a dynamic binary instrumentation tool [LCM+ 05] for generating the instruction stream. The timing simulation is based on an event-driven engine, responsible
for calculating the correct timing for different operations (such as cache access,
and packet traversal). McSimA+ supports simulation of various asymmetric core
structures, hierarchical cache architectures (e.g., private, shared, and non-blocking),
NoCs (e.g., buses, crossbars, ring, and 2-D mesh), memory controller, and main
memory. McSimA+ has been shown to achieve good accuracy by comparing with
previously published results and with real machine runs. McSimA+ has demonstrated to be able to scale to a processor with thousands of cores. Like McSimA+,
ZSim [SK13] is another multicore simulator that has been shown to be lightweight,
accurate, fast, and scalable. The simulator is lightweight through the use of a userlevel virtualization technique. It is accurate for its instruction-driven timing models
and leveraging dynamic binary translation. The simulator is fast and scalable, and
runs in parallel.
Manifold [WBB+ 14] is another multicore simulator. It can support full system simulation, including, for example, operating system and system binaries, and
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can incorporate various models for transient and steady-state simulation of power,
thermal, energy and reliability. It has an open architecture with a componentbased design, so that new components can be easily incorporated through community efforts. Manifold uses QSim [KRY12], which is a multicore emulator based on
dynamic binary translation. The emulator communicates with the back-end timing model for transparent parallel discrete-event simulation. Experiment has not
shown, however, that Manifold can scale to larger systems with more than 64 cores.
Also, its performance can only achieve a few thousand instructions per second.
This probably can be attributed partially to the fact that the simulator considers
full system multicore architecture simulation (including processors, cache, memory).
Graphite [MKK+ 10] is yet another multicore processor simulator that aims to scale
to thousands of cores. One of its main strengths is that it is designed to run in parallel. Other processor simulators exist such as ESESC [AR13], SimFlex [WWF+ 06],
and MARSS [PACG11].

2.1.4

HPC Applications

HPC applications exhibit distinct behaviors. An accurate model for these applications is crucial for determining the impact of technological advances in novel
HPC architectures. Some of the HPC applications are data-intensive (e.g., molecular dynamics simulation and computational fluid dynamics applications). Some
are communication-intensive (e.g., NERSC MIMD Lattice Computation application and NAS parallel benchmark applications). And yet others are I/O-intensive.
There exist many application models and analysis tools in the literature to describe
the behavior of the HPC applications with various details.
Vampir [KBD+ 08] is a performance analysis tool for parallel MPI/OpenMPI applications. Vampir consists of two major components: a runtime instrumentation
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and measurement system and a visual analysis tool. The former supports program
instrumentation in different programming languages. It also supports different types
of programs: sequential programs, MPI programs, OpenMP programs, and hybrid
MPI and OpenMP programs. Vampir also supports various types of instrumentation, including compiler instrumentation, library instrumentation, and manual
instrumentation. It provides runtime measurement capability to capture dynamic
application behaviors (such as application’s memory usage, I/O performance, userdefined performance counters, etc.)
Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) is a well-established, flexible, portable, robust performance instrumentation, measurement, analysis and visualization framework for HPC applications [SM06]. TAU provides flexible instrumentation capability, allowing the user to select performance instrumentation at different levels of
application code. The instrumentation provides various performance information,
including various system events and user-defined events, which can be later used
for profiling and tracing. HPCTOOLKIT [ABF+ 10] is another application performance measurement, analysis, and presentation toolkit for both sequential and
parallel applications. Instead of using source code instrumentation, HPCTOOLKIT
works directly with application binaries. HPCTOOLKIT provides effective application analysis by providing measurement ability for a number of derived performance
metrics (e.g., peak and actual performance difference rather than simple raw data
such as operation counts).
The above tools can be used for measuring and displaying the runtime performance of specific applications. There also exist several analytical models to capture
high-level performance. Performance and Architecture Lab Modeling Tool (Palm)
is an analytical performance model for parallel applications [TH14]. Palm performs
static and dynamic analysis of the source code and generates a tree-like hierarchical
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data structure following some well-defined rules. Palm combines top-down semantic
insight and bottom-up static and dynamic analysis capability for parallel application
execution. Aspen [SV12] is a domain-specific language for analytical performance
modeling to enable exploration of novel algorithms and architectures. A formal
definition in Aspen includes application behavior (e.g., parameters, kernels, control
flow) and the abstract machine (e.g., node, interconnect, cache, memory, core).

2.2

HPC Power Models

HPC systems consume a massive amount of energy to support their operation. It is
well understood that effective energy-saving techniques must be considered in future
HPC systems. Power and performance prediction models are essential for designing
and evaluating energy-saving algorithms for these HPC systems. Many power and
performance modeling techniques have been proposed in the literature.
There are a number of analytical models for power and performance prediction. [SBM09] proposed an analytical model for real-time prediction of processor
and system power consumption. Performance Monitoring Counters (PMCs) are
used to estimate power consumption of the processors. The proposed prediction
model is based on linear regression models where the power consumption is assumed
to be a piece-wise linear function. Similarly, [SBK13] proposed a unified quasianalytical performance and power model, which combines analytical modeling and
empirical analysis. The proposed method combines application analysis description
with different computation and communication parameters obtained through microbenchmarking to assess the impact of different applications on the performance and
energy efficiency of the target HPC system.
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Next, we discuss some of the existing tools for power prediction. [HRT+ 12] proposed a power, area and thermal modeling framework with leakage power prediction
capability for large-scale HPC simulation on SST. The framework provides power
and performance prediction capability of the entire HPC system (including processor, memory and network subsystems) by incorporating different power model
libraries, including McPAT [LAS+ 09], HotSpot, IntSim, and ORION [KLPS09],
to support analysis of different system components (such as core, shared cache,
memory controller and network-on-chip). Multiple Metrics Modeling Infrastructures (MuMMI) environment provides a platform to facilitate analysis, modeling
and prediction of power, performance, and power-performance tradeoffs of parallel
applications on multicore systems [WCM+ 13]. For example, [WTCM16] proposed
performance and power models based on hardware performance counters with CPU
frequency. They used non-negative multivariate regression analysis to build models
for application execution time, system power, CPU and memory power, using a
small set of major performance counters and CPU frequency.
A different line of work on energy modeling and prediction focuses on data communication in scientific applications. [DGML13] proposed a power and energy prediction method for MPI communication operations. The method takes two steps:
at the calibration step, the power consumption of node and switch are measured
experimentally using an external power meter, considering the underlying features
of the supercomputer architecture; during the estimation step, the model estimates
the energy consumption of the communication operations using data obtained from
the calibration step with the user-provided program and runtime parameters (such
as the number of nodes, number of cores per node, etc.) The proposed method
has been validated at a large-scale HPC platform (Grid5000), and has been shown
to achieve accurate energy prediction for different broadcast algorithms. [GRP+ 13]
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also proposed an energy-performance tradeoff for large-scale complete HPC system,
with particular consideration of energy consumption during communication phases.
The proposed analytical model uses a compiler-based architecture-independent application analysis tool (Byfl) to identify different data-centric operations, including
the number of memory accesses, and the number of operations performed by the
application. The model captures energy consumption both for MPI communications
and shared memory communications.
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CHAPTER 3
RAPID PERFORMANCE MODELING FOR HPC SYSTEMS
Interconnection network is a critical component of high-performance computing
architecture and application co-design. For many scientific applications, the increasing communication complexity poses a serious concern as it may hinder the scaling
properties of these applications on novel architectures. It is apparent that a scalable, efficient, and accurate interconnect model would be essential for performance
evaluation studies. In this part of the dissertation, we present interconnect models
for predicting the performance of large-scale applications on high-performance architectures. In particular, we present sufficiently detailed interconnect models for
Cray’s Gemini 3-D torus, IBM’s Blue Gene/Q 5-D torus, Cray’s Aries dragonfly,
and Infiniband’s fat-tree network.

3.1

Background

Recent years have witnessed dramatic changes in high-performance computing to
accommodate the increasing computational demand of scientific applications. New
architectural changes, including the rapid growth of multi-core and many-core systems, deeper memory hierarchies, complex interconnection fabrics that facilitate
more efficient data movement for massive-scale scientific applications, have complicated the design and implementation of the HPC applications. Translating architectural advances to application performance improvement may involve delicate
changes to sophisticated algorithms, to include new programming structures, different data layouts, more efficient buffer management and cache-effective methods,
and alternative parallel strategies, which typically require highly skilled software
architects and domain scientists.
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Modeling and simulation plays a significant role, in identifying performance issues, evaluating design choices, performing parameter tuning, and answering what-if
questions. It is thus not surprising that there exists today a large body of literature
in HPC modeling and simulation, ranging from coarse-level models of full-scale systems, to cycle-accurate simulations of individual components (such as processors,
cache, memory, networks, and I/O systems), to analytical approaches. We note,
however, that none of the existing methods is capable of modeling a full-scale HPC
architecture running large scientific applications in detail.
To do so would be both unrealistic and unnecessary. Today’s supercomputers are
rapidly approaching exascale. Modeling and simulation needs to address important
questions related to the performance of parallel applications on existing and future
HPC systems at similar scale. Although a cycle-accurate model may render good
fidelity for a specific component of the system (such as a multi-core processor)
and a specific time scale (such as within a microsecond), the model cannot be
naturally extended to handle arbitrarily larger systems or longer time durations.
Partially this is due to the computational complexity of the models (both spatial and
temporal). More importantly, no existing models are known capable of capturing
the entire system’s dynamics in detail. HPC applications are written in specific
programming languages; they interact with other software modules, libraries and
operating systems, which in turn interact with underlying resources for processing,
data access, and I/O. Any uncertainties involved with the aforementioned hardware
and software components (e.g., a compiler-specific library) can introduce significant
modeling errors, which may undermine the fidelity achieved by the cycle-accurate
models for each specific component.
George Box, a statistician, once said: “All models are wrong but some are useful.”
In order to support full-system simulation, we must raise the level of modeling
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abstractions. Conceptually, we can adopt an approach, called “selective refinement
codesign modeling”, where we begin with both architecture and application models
at coarse level, gradually refine the models with potential performance bottlenecks,
and eventually stop at models sufficient to answer the specific research questions.
This iterative process is based on the assumption that we can identify performance
issues from the models in a timely manner. To do so, we need to develop methods
that facilitate rapid and yet accurate assessment and performance prediction of
large-scale scientific applications on current and future HPC architectures.
Performance prediction of large-scale parallel computers consisting thousands of
node and more is a challenging task. In recent years, we have witnessed the fast
growth in supercomputer design that can perform operations at scale of quadrillions
of calculations per second. The tremendous rise in the computational power is in
part attributed to the government agencies that have been supporting (and encouraging) the growth of large-scale supercomputing infrastructures. For example,
significant investment by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) on building stateof-the-art supercomputers through programs (such as FastForward [VSC12], and
recently FastForward 2 [Dep14]) support the fact that exascale computing will continue to receive attention in years to come. Consequently, the community faces a
significant challenge for complex large-scale scientific and engineering applications
to keep up and take full advantage of the fast growth of supercomputing capabilities.
We design and develop a simulator, called the Performance Prediction Toolkit
(PPT). Four major aspects distinguish our effort from other existing approaches.
First, our simulator needs to easily integrate large-scale applications (especially,
computational physics code) with full-scale architecture models (processors, memory/cache, interconnect, and so on). Second, our simulator must be able to combine
selected models of various components, potentially at different levels of modeling ab-
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straction, providing a trade-off between the computational demand of the simulator
and the accuracy of the models. Third, the simulator needs to adopt a minimalistic
approach in order to achieve a short development cycle. It is important that new
models can be easily incorporated in the simulator; the simulator needs to keep
up with the fast refresh rate of HPC systems. Last, the simulator must be able
to achieve scalability and high performance; it needs to be capable of handling extremely large-scale models, e.g., using advanced parallel discrete-event simulation
techniques.
PPT relies on the Simian [SEL15], a parallel discrete-event simulation engine,
and essentially consists of libraries of hardware models, application models, and
middleware models. PPT, along with Simian, is designed to be lean, written in
Python (or alternatively Lua) with minimal reliance on third-party libraries in an
effort to keep the code simple, understandable, and yet offer high performance. We
also present scaling runs of our interconnect model, which confirm the scalability of
the underlying simulation engine.

3.2

Related Work

Many HPC simulators exist. Here we focus on those that provide interconnection
network models. Some of these simulators aim at full-system simulation, where
parallel applications are simulated to their behavior on the target architecture.
BigSim [ZKK04] falls into this category. BigSim is built on Charm++ for scalable
performance, which is an object-based and message-driven parallel programming
system [KK93]. BigSim adopts an optimistic approach using the inherent determinacy of the target parallel applications to reduce the overhead of the optimistic
scheme. Experiments show that BigSim is capable of scaling up to 64K processors.
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The interconnection network model implemented in BigSim, however, is relatively
simple. For example, it does not consider network congestion in detail [CGL+ 14].
To study the performance of large-scale MPI applications, µπ is an MPI simulator
based on an efficient conservatively-synchronized parallel simulator that features a
process-oriented world-view [Per10]. Experiments show that the simulator is capable of simulating hundreds of millions of MPI ranks running on parallel machines.
However, µπ does not have any reasonably detailed interconnection network model.
The Extreme-scale Simulator (xSim) is a performance-prediction toolkit for future HPC architectures [BE11]. xSim applies parallel discrete-event simulation
using lightweight threads to achieve scalability up to millions of application processes [EL10, Eng14]. xSim also incorporates different network topologies, including
star, ring, tree, mesh, and torus [JE11]. However, unlike our interconnect model,
network congestion is omitted in xSim to gain scalability. As such, their simulator
cannot accurately model the blocking behavior of the target interconnection network
which may be of importance to the architecture/application co-design.
The Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [RHB+ 11] is a comprehensive simulation framework for modeling large-scale HPC systems, including processors, memory,
network, and I/O systems. It attempts to achieve scalability using a conservative
parallel simulation approach. SST can model hardware components with different
granularity and accuracy. SST’s network model in particular contains a variety of
interconnect topologies: binary tree, fat-tree, hypercube, butterfly, mesh, and so
on. The interconnect model, however, does not provide the necessary details for
capturing important network behaviors for performance prediction. For example,
it does not support network flow control and also the links are assumed to have
infinite capacity. Our interconnect model, on the contrary, provides packet-level
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details that can support realistic network scenarios, such as the transient network
congestion occurred during the execution of large complex applications.
The CODES simulator [CLL+ 11] is a comprehensive simulation platform that
can model various large-scale HPC systems, including storage systems, interconnection networks, HPC and data center applications. CODES is built on ROSS, a parallel discrete-event simulation engine using reverse computation [CBP02]. CODES
provides detailed models for various interconnect topologies, including torus [LCC+ 12],
dragonfly [MCRC12], and fat-tree [LHSJ15]. CODES has shown capable of simulating large-scale interconnect configurations (with millions of nodes). A recent paper
has proposed a trace-driven simulator (TraceR) to replay large execution traces to
predict and understand network performance and behavior [AJB+ 15]. TraceR is
built upon ROSS-based CODES simulator and has been shown to be able to simulate a network consisting of half million nodes using traces produced by running
BigSim applications.
Although CODES is complementary to our work, there are three major differences. First, the interconnection network models in CODES are phit-level models
that can capture more detailed transactions related to virtual channels than the corresponding packet-level models in PPT. While conceptually, more detailed models
may render higher simulation fidelity, the computational demand would be much
higher (by as much as several orders of magnitude). As such, a performance study
using CODES typically would only focus on simple operations (for example, a random send/receive pattern or one collective call) and at a much smaller time scale,
while using PPT we can study more complex application behaviors with greater
efficiency and flexibility. In terms of accuracy, our experiments show that PPT’s interconnection models can reasonably produce performance results that match from
other empirical studies.
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Second, CODES does not have a full-fledged MPI model. On the contrary, the
interconnection network models in PPT are fully integrated with the MPI implementation from design. In this way, one can easily model complex application behaviors
in PPT.
Last, the interconnection network models in PPT are designed to reflect real
implementations (e.g., Cray’s Gemini, Aries, IBM Blue Gene/Q, and Infiniband). In
doing so, we can study the performance of applications over various interconnection
networks of real (either existing or planned) HPC systems.

3.3

Model

To design interconnect model for performance prediction, one need to take several
important factors into account:
• Scale: The interconnect model must be able to accommodate high-performance
computing platforms and applications at extreme scale.
• Performance: The interconnect model must run reasonably fast so that it can
be used to explore design alternatives of system architectures, software, and parallel
applications.
• Accuracy: The interconnect model must provide high fidelity sufficient to represent the effect of important design decisions, constraints and optimizations. Simple
analytical models may not be sufficient for projecting the performance of dynamic,
complex applications.
• Integration: The interconnect model must be easy to integrate with other
models, including those for processors, memory, and file systems. It is also important
that the model can be readily integrated with common software tools, such as MPI,
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Figure 3.1: An architectural design of PPT.
so that various scientific applications can be easily incorporated in the performance
study.
PPT is designed specifically to allow rapid assessment and performance prediction of large-scale scientific applications on existing and future high-performance
computing platforms. More specifically, PPT is a library of models of computational
physics applications, middleware, and hardware that allows users to predict execution time by running stylized pseudo-code implementations of physics applications.
Fig. 3.1 presents an architectural design of PPT.
PPT models are highly parameterized for applications, middleware, and hardware models, allowing parameter scans to optimize parameter values for hardwaremiddleware-software pairings. PPT does not yield cycle-accurate performance metrics. Instead, the results from PPT are used to examine underlying algorithmic
trends and seek bottlenecks to on-node performance and scaling on HPC platforms.
The conclusions of such analysis may range from optimization of current methods
to further investigation of more substantial algorithmic variations.
An application is a stylized version of the actual application that captures the
loop structure of important numerical kernels. Not all elements of the code are
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included in a PPT application, and it does not predict numerical accuracy of an
algorithm, but rather predicts the execution time of a given job instance.
Middleware models in PPT currently include only MPI. It interfaces with the
PPT application models and implements the communication logic in the loop structure of the actual applications.
Hardware models exist for interconnection networks and compute nodes. PPT’s
interconnection models are fully integrated with the MPI model. The interconnection models implement different network topologies and can be set up with different
configurations. The library consists of configurations for various common production
interconnection networks.
The node models in PPT use hardware parameters clock-speed, cache-level access times, memory bandwidth, etc. Application processes can advance simulated
execution time by calling a compute-function with a task list as input, which consists
of a set of commands to be executed by the hardware, including, for example, the
number of integer operations, the number of floating-point operations, the number
of memory accesses, etc. The hardware model uses this information to predict the
execution time for retrieving data from memory, performing ALU operations, and
storing results.

3.3.1

MPI Model

The message-passing interface (MPI) model is commonly used by parallel applications and is one of the most popular parallel programming tools on today’s HPC
platforms.
The design of an MPI implementation is intricately influenced by the underlying
interconnection network. For example, Cray’s MPI implementation for the Gemini
interconnect uses Fast Memory Access (FMA). It allows a maximum of 64 bytes
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of data transfer for each network transaction. A network transaction initiates a
single request from the source to the destination, which triggers a response from the
destination back to the source. A large message will get broken down into many
individual 64-byte transactions. There are two types of transactions. A typical PUT
transaction sends 64 bytes of data from a source to a destination. A PUT message
consists of a 32-phit request packet (i.e., 96 bytes, where each phit is 24 bits). Each
PUT message is followed by a 3-phit response packet (9 bytes) from destination to
source. A typical GET transaction consists of a 8-phit request packet (24 bytes),
followed by a 27-phit response packet (81 bytes), including 64 bytes of data.
To design an MPI model for Gemini, we need to incorporate the FMA request
and response scheme at the level of each network transaction. Cray’s MPI implementation uses both PUT and GET protocols, the decision of which to use depends
on the data size [PVB+ 13]. It was observed that, for data size up to 4K bytes and
also beyond 256K bytes, Cray’s MPI uses PUT. For data size between 4K and 256K
bytes, MPI chooses GET. In our implementation, we only use PUT for simplicity.
Since both PUT and GET transactions have a total of 105 bytes of traffic for each
request and response pair between the source and the destination, we expect that
the effect of selecting between PUT and GET, both in terms of network latency and
bandwidth, would be rather insignificant.
In our model, upon receiving a send request of a large MPI message, the MPI
sender needs to break down the message into individual PUT requests of at most
64 bytes each. Each message will be sent over the network with an extra 32-byte
message overhead. Upon receiving the PUT request, the MPI receiver responses
with a 9-byte ACK. We implemented a message retransmission mechanism to ensure
reliable data delivery of the MPI messages.
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As another example of how the underlying interconnection network determines
the details of the MPI implementation, we present an example based on dragonfly
topology. Cray’s XC series network uses Aries dragonfly interconnect [AFKR12].
MPI uses Fast Memory Access (FMA) for message passing. Messaging are performed
as either GET or PUT operations (depending on the size of the message). A PUT
operation initiates data flow from the source to the target node. When a packet
reaches destination, a response from the destination is returned to the source. FMA
allows a maximum of 64 bytes of data transfer for each network transaction—larger
messages must be broken down into individual 64-byte transactions. A PUT message
consists of a 14-phit request packet (i.e., 42 bytes, where each phit is 24 bits). Each
request packet is followed by a 1-phit response packet (3 bytes) from destination to
source. A GET transaction consists of a 3-phit request packet (9 bytes), followed
by a 12-phit response packet (36 bytes) with 64 bytes of data.
To easily incorporate scientific applications that use MPI, we take advantage
of Simian’s process oriented design. As we mentioned earlier, each compute node
(host) is by itself a Simian entity. Different compute nodes communicate by sending
and receiving events (via scheduling services in Simian). We implemented each user
MPI process as a Simian process on the compute node. This allows each user MPI
process to run independently from other MPI ranks as well as other system-level
simulation processes.
Fig. 3.2 provides an example showing how to start the MPI processes on a simulated HPC cluster. The program starts by calling HPCSim to instantiate the model
for the entire cluster, including the interconnect model and the compute nodes.
Model parameters are passed as an argument in the form of a python dictionary.
Most common hardware configurations are preset in PPT for easy reuse and cus-
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from ppt import *
# config hopper (17x8x24 gemini interconnect)
model_cfg = { # a dictionary
"intercon_type" : "gemini",
"host_type" : "mpihost",
"torus" : configs.hopper_intercon,
"mpiopt" : configs.gemini_mpiopt,
}
model = HPCSim(model_cfg, ..)
# mpi main function, n is matrix dimension
def cannon(mpi_comm_world, n):
... # we describe this later
# start 16 mpi ranks, pass matrix dimension
model.start_mpi(range(16), cannon, 10000)
# simulation starts
model.run()

Figure 3.2: An example showing running 16 MPI processes on Hopper.
tomization, including those parameters that are needed by the MPI implementation
for specific interconnection networks.
The start mpi function creates the MPI processes on the designated compute
nodes. To allow maximum flexibility, we require the users to specify a mapping
from the MPI ranks to the host IDs. The first argument to start mpi is a list. In
the example, the simulator creates 16 MPI processes and maps them to 16 compute
nodes. On the other hand, if a compute node contains multiple cores (say, 4), one
may want to allocate as many MPI ranks to the compute node. This can be easily
achieved by specifying a list in python, like: [i/4 for i in range(n)].
Each MPI process is simply a python function that takes at least one argument:
mpi comm world. Like in a real MPI implementation, it is an opaque data structure
that represents the set of MPI processes among which communication may take
place. Our design, to a large extent, resembles the MPI API. To illustrate its use,
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# cannon’s algorithm on matrix multiplication
def cannon(mpi_comm_world, n):
p = mpi_comm_size(mpi_comm_world)
id = mpi_comm_rank(mpi_comm_world)
# use p, id to calc i, j, and neighbor ranks
# time for reading/initing submatrics
sleep(sometime) # proportional to m^2
# shift A(i,j) left by i columns
mpi_sendrecv(left_i, None, m*m*8, right_i, mpi_comm_world)
# shift B(i,j) up by j rows
mpi_sendrecv(up_j, None, m*m*8,
down_j, mpi_comm_world)
for r in range(sqrt(p)-1):
# time for multiplying A(i,j) and B(i,j)
sleep(sometime) # proportional to m^3
# shift A(i,j) to the left
mpi_sendrecv(left, None, m*m*8,
right, mpi_comm_world)
# shift B(i,j) upward
mpi_sendrecv(up, None, m*m*8,
down, mpi_comm_world)
mpi_finalize(mpi_comm_world)

Figure 3.3: Simulating Cannon’s matrix multiplication.
we use a simple example of Cannon’s matrix multiplication algorithm [Can69]. The
algorithm applies a 2-D block decomposition of the matrices. Suppose the dimension
of the matrices is n × n, each processor would be in charge of calculating a sub√
matrix of size m × m, where m = n/ p, and p is the total number of MPI ranks
(assuming it’s a square number).
Fig. 3.3 shows a simulation of the Cannon’s algorithm. As we see, the program captures the main execution skeleton of the algorithm. The timing calculation for loading and initializing the sub-matrices and for multiplying the submatrices depends on the processor, cache/memory, and file system models that we
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MPI Send
MPI Recv
MPI Sendrecv
MPI Isend
MPI Irecv
MPI Wait
MPI Waitall
MPI Reduce
MPI Allreduce
MPI Bcast
MPI Barrier
MPI Gather
MPI Allgather
MPI Scatter
MPI Alltoall
MPI Alltoallv

Table 3.1: Implemented MPI Functions
blocking send (until message delivered to destination)
blocking receive
send and receive messages at the same time
non-blocking send, return a request handle
non-blocking receive, return a request handle
wait until given non-blocking operation has completed
wait for a set of non-blocking operations
reduce values from all processes, root has final result
reduce values from all, everyone has final result
broadcast a message from root to all processes
block until all processes have called this function
gather values form all processes at root
gather values from all processes and give to everyone
send individual messages from root to all processes
send individual messages from all to all processes
same as above, but each can send different amount

ignore here. The MPI calls are mapped to the real MPI functions. We implemented most common MPI functions. Table 3.1 summarizes the functions included
in our MPI model. In addition to the MPI functions specified in the table, we
also support functions that deal with groups and communicators. They include:
MPI Comm split (create new sub-communicators), MPI Comm dup, MPI Comm free,
MPI Comm group (new group), MPI Group size, MPI Group rank, MPI Group incl
(new subgroups), MPI Group excl, MPI Group free, MPI Cart create (new cartesian communicator), MPI Cart coords, MPI Cart rank and MPI Cart shift.

3.3.2

Interconnection Network Models

In this subsection, we present details of our interconnection network models. First,
we outline implementation of torus-based Gemini and Blue Gene/Q interconnects.
Next, we describe our dragonfly interconnect model and then focus specifically on
Cray’s Aries interconnect that has been applied in many real HPC systems. Finally,
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we present our fat-tree topology model design and an implementation of Infiniband
interconnect architecture based on fat-tree topology.

3.3.2.1

Torus-Based Interconnect Model

We designed and implemented a relatively detailed model for the Gemini interconnection network. Gemini is a part of the Cray’s XE6 architecture. Cray XE6 is
a system currently used by many large-scale high-performance computing systems,
including, for example, Hopper at National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center (NERSC), Cielo at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Blue Waters at
the National Center for Supercomputing (NCSA), Titan at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, and ISTeC at Colorado State University.
Each Cray XE6 compute node has two AMD Opteron processors, coupled with
its own memory (either 32 GB or 64 GB) and communication interface. The Gemini network was first introduced in 2010 in Cray XE6 systems and was the most
notable difference from the earlier Cray XT systems. In Gemini, the two AMD
Opteron nodes are connected to the Gemini Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) through two Network Interface Controllers (NICs). The NICs have their
own HyperTransport (HT) 3 link to connect to the nodes, where the link offers up
to 8 GB/s bandwidth per node and direction [PCD+ 13]. The NICs within an ASIC
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Figure 3.5: Interconnect model using Simian entities, processes, and services.
are connected through a Netlink block, enabling internal communication between
the NICs. At the heart of Gemini is a 48-port YARC router (shown in Fig. 3.4),
which is configured to construct a 3-D torus topology. The router is connected to
Netlink block through 8 links. Each router gives ten torus connection: two connections per direction in the “X” and “Z” dimension and one connection per direction
in the “Y” direction.
Unlike some other interconnection networks, such as fat-tree, torus is a blocking
network. It is possible that congestion may happen in the network where queuing
delays may negatively affect the performance of parallel applications in a significant
fashion. It is thus important to model the traffic behavior in the network imposed
by high-level applications. To do that, we need to provide a detailed queuing model
to capture the interactions of network transactions.
We implemented each compute node (which is also called a host) or interconnect
switch as a Simian entity. Fig. 3.5 shows a diagram of the design. The hosts and
switches are connected via network interfaces that simulate the queuing behavior.
A network interface may consists of multiple ports to handle parallel connections
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between the switches (e.g., in the “X” and “Z” dimensions). Each port consists of an
output port (“outport”) and an input port (“inport”) for sending and receiving messages. To send data from the output port, Simian schedules a service (i.e., an event
handler), called handle packet arrival, at the next node (which can be either a
switch or a host), with a delay that is the sum of the current queuing delay at the
output port, the packet transmission time, and the link propagation delay between
the two nodes. Upon a packet’s arrival at a switch, the handle packet arrival
service inserts the packet into the buffer of the corresponding input port and informs
the routing process. The routing process is a Simian process that takes packets from
the input ports, calculates the next hop using the selected routing algorithm, and
then forwards the packet to the corresponding output port. If a host receives the
packet, the handle packet arrival service inserts the packet into the input buffer
of the host interface and informs the receive process, which hands the packet to the
corresponding MPI receiver accordingly.
Gemini supports multiple routing algorithms, such as deterministic, hashed, and
adaptive [VDP12]. Each routing algorithm follows dimension-order routing, where
“X” dimension is always traversed first, then “Y” dimension, and finally “Z” dimension [PVB+ 13]. Different routing algorithms provide different level of flexibility in
using links at dimensions. For example, the deterministic dimension-order routing
provides least amount of flexibility, where links are predetermined in each dimension.
The adaptive dimension-order routing provides most flexibility, allowing packets to
be adaptively scheduled to lightly-loaded links. In our implementation, the user can
explicitly select the routing algorithm when configuring the interconnect model.
We extended the Gemini model and developed a generic model for the torus
topologies for all dimensions (i.e., 5-D torus, 6-D torus etc.). We now specifically
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focus on the interconnect for the Blue Gene/Q architecture, which is based on a 5-D
torus topology.
IBM’s Blue Gene/Q is a system currently used by many large-scale high-performance
systems (e.g., Sequoia and Vulcan at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Mira
at Argonne National Laboratory). Blue Gene/Q is a 5-D torus-based interconnect
architecture, where each switch node connects to ten neighboring switches (two in
each direction in five dimensions). The network is optimized for both point-topoint and collective MPI communications [IDR16]. The message unit (MU) in Blue
Gene/Q supports both direct PUT and remote GET, where messages are packetized for transmission [CEH+ 11]. Data portion of packets increments in chunks of
32 bytes, up to 512 bytes [CEH+ 11]. Packets contain 32-byte header: 12 bytes for
the network and 20 bytes for the MU.

3.3.2.2

Dragonfly-Based Interconnect Model

Dragonfly topology was first proposed in [KDSA08]. It is a cost-efficient topology,
which reduces network cost through exploiting the economical, optical signaling
technologies and high-radix (virtual) routers. Dragonfly topology has a three-tier
network architecture [KDSA08]. At first level, each router is connected to p nodes,
usually through backplane printed circuit boards (PCBs) links. At second level, a
group is formed through connecting a routers to each other. The local connections
used in this level are referred to as intra-group connections. These connections are
typically built using short-length electrical cables. At the last level, each router
has h inter-group connections to routers in other groups. These global connections
are usually built using longer optical cables. The maximum network size of such
dragonfly topology is ap(ah + 1) nodes.
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In our work, we consider a dragonfly topology with local link arrangement to be
completely-connected (i.e., a 1-D flattened butterfly). Therefore, each router has
a − 1 local connections to the other routers in the group. Global link arrangement
specifies how switch in a group is connected to switch of the other group. Several
alternatives for global link arrangements are defined and evaluated against each
other in the literature (e.g., consecutive, palmtree, circulant-based [CVB15]). In
this work, we consider the consecutive arrangement of global links, as also considered in the paper where dragonfly was initially proposed [KDSA08, CVB15]. The
consecutive arrangement connects routers in each group consecutively, where groups
are also numbered consecutively.
In our dragonfly implementation, we support two types of routing: minimal
(MIN) and non-minimal (VAL). MIN routing is ideal for benign traffic patterns (e.g.,
uniform random traffic). Since we consider completely-connected local channels,
any packet can reach destination in at most three hops: one hop within the source
group to reach the switch with global connection to the destination group, one hop
to traverse the global link and one hop within the destination group to reach the
destination node. VAL routing [Val82], on the other hand, is suitable for adversarial
traffic patterns. Following the principal of this algorithm, we route a packet to a
randomly chosen intermediate group first and then route to the final destination. As
a result of using 1-D local channels, a packet generally reaches destination through
traversing two global channels and three local channels.
Another dragonfly routing variation is Universal Globally-Adaptive Load-balanced
routing (UGAL), which chooses between MIN and VAL on a packet-by-packet basis
and sends packet to paths with least queuing delay to alleviate congestion. Since
for a large-scale system, it is infeasible to know the queue information on all other
queues (UGAL-G), the switching between MIN and VAL can be performed based on
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(a) Aries ASIC

(b) Aries connections

Figure 3.6: Cray Aries block diagram.
local queue information (UGAL-L). We do not consider adaptive routing at all in our
current implementation. Our logics behind such decision are the followings: 1) We
expect adaptive routing to play a minor role in the overall performance prediction
of large-scale HPC applications compared to other factors; and 2) The additional
overhead of message communication necessary for implementing adaptive routing
would significantly impact scalability of our simulation.
Cray’s Aries network (developed as part of Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s or DARPA’s program) uses dragonfly topology [FBR+ 12, AFKR12]. Aries
contains a 48-port router, four network interface controllers (NICs) connecting four
nodes and a multiplexer known as Netlink. The system is built from four-node Aries
blade (where each blade contains a single Application-specific Integrated Circuit or
ASIC). A simplified block diagram for Aries ASIC is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Aries
network consists of Cascade cabinets, where each pair of cabinets can house up
to 384 nodes. There are three chassis per cabinet, each chassis contains 16 Aries
blades. Two such cabinets construct a group (i.e., each group in Cray Aries contains
six chassis or 96 Aries blades).
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Both minimal (MIN) and non-minimal (VAL) routings are supported in Aries
architecture [Alv12]; we implemented both in our model. There are two cases. For
intra-group routing, MIN routing requires at most two hops, while VAL routing
selects a random switch inside the group and thus requires up to four hops. For
inter-group routing, MIN routing requires at most five hops to reach destination
(two local link traversals each for source and destination groups, and one global link
traversal), where VAL routing selects a random intermediate group. For the latter,
a packet needs to be routed to a random intermediate switch in each of the source
group, destination group and intermediate group, thus requiring at most fourteen
hops before a packet is reaching its destination.

3.3.2.3

Fat-Tree-Based Interconnect Model

Fat-tree is one of the most widely-used topologies for current HPC clusters and also
the dominant topology on Infiniband (IB) technology [Mel16]. Besides, this interconnect has also received significant attraction in data center networks [AFLV08].
Some unique properties that make fat-tree much popular among HPC and data center networks are: deadlock avoidance without use of virtual channels, easier network
fault-tolerance, full bisection bandwidth, and so on.
Since its first introduction, many variations of fat-tree have been proposed in
the literature (e.g., [LCH04, PV97]). Among them, m-port n-tree fat-tree proposed
in [LCH04] and k-ary n-tree [PV97] are the most popular ones. In this work, we
implement the m-port n-tree variations due to its wide popularity compared to
other existing fat-tree variations [Bog14]. As such, it has been considered in recent
literature as the fat-tree topology variation for large-scale systems [LHSJ15].
An m-port n-tree is a fixed-arity fat-tree consisting of 2(m/2)n processing nodes
and (2n − 1)(m/2)n−1 m-port switches [LCH04]. The height of the tree is n + 1.
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Each of the switches in an m-port n-tree have an unique identifier based on the
level and value of m and n. The processing nodes are the nodes in the leaf and
are also denoted uniquely. We use notation scheme outlined in [LCH04] to denote
both switches and processing nodes. We connect the switches to each other in
both upward and downward directions and also to processing nodes based on the
conditions specified in [LCH04].
We implemented routing in the fat-tree network as two separate phases: upward
phase and downward phase. In upward phase, the packet is forwarded from a source
towards the direction of one of the root switches. In downward phase, the packet
is forwarded downwards towards one of the leaf nodes as the destination. Transition between these two phases takes place at the lowest common ancestor (LCA)
switch. The LCA switch can reach both the source and destination using downward ports of that switch. Many efforts exist to improve the routing performance
in fat-tree network (e.g., Valiant algorithm [VB81], ECMP [Tha00], Multiple LID
routing scheme [LCH04]). We implement the Multiple Local Identifier (MLID) routing scheme for Infiniband network, as presented in [LCH04]. MLID routing scheme
relieves the link congestion through exploiting multiple paths available in fat-tree
topology.

3.3.3

Interconnect Model Validations

Now we describe the experiments for validation of our interconnect models.
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3.3.3.1

3-D Torus Model Validation

For these experiments, we measure the model-predicted MPI performance on Cray’s
Gemini network and compare that with published results in the literature to validate
our interconnect model.
We consider a large-scale interconnect system in real deployment. Hopper was
built by National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center/NERSC (a highperformance computing facility of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)[WSB+ 11]).
It is a Cray XE6 system that consists of 6, 384 compute nodes connected via the
Gemini interconnect1 . Each compute node contains two 12-core AMD Magny Cours
processors running at 2.1 GHz, and DDR3 1.3 GHz RAM (32 GB for each of the
6, 000 nodes and 64 GB for each of the rest 384 nodes). The entire system contains
a total of 153, 216 cores, 212 terabytes of memory, and 2 petabytes of disk. The
peak floating point operations per node is 201.6 Gflops. The peak performance of
the system has been demonstrated to reach 1.3 petaflops [KT11].
As mentioned earlier, Cray’s Gemini interconnect is a 3-D torus interconnect of
high performance [ARK10]. Dimensions of Hopper’s torus network are 17 × 8 × 24.
As outlined in the original design and considered in various literature [KBVH14],
the peak link speed across the X and Z dimensions is 9.375 GB/sec and in the Y dimension is 4.68 GB/sec. Inter-node latency is measured about 1.27 µs between the
nearest nodes and 3.88 µs between the farthest nodes across the system. Although
topologically it is a regular 3-D torus, Hopper’s interconnect is wired specifically to
optimize for the application performance, in which case the hosts are not necessarily named consecutively. To account for that in our model, we provide a mapping
from the host IDs to the 3-D torus coordinates of the corresponding interconnect
1 Cray

XE6 has been used by many of the largest supercomputing systems over the last
decade [KBVH14].
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switches [NER15b]. Using this one-to-one mapping, we design the hopper interconnect to closely represent the communication behavior of the applications running on
the compute nodes.
The end-to-end latency between two end nodes is determined by the link (propagation) delay and the number of hops between the nodes. For Hopper, the inter-node
latency has been reported to be 1.27 µs between the nearest nodes. Consequently,
we configure the link delay between the compute nodes and the corresponding switch
in our model to be half of that, which is 635 nanoseconds. The inter-node latency for
the farthest nodes on Hopper is measured to be 3.88 µs. Since the network diameter
for a 17 × 8 × 24 torus is 24, we can subtract two node-switch link delays from the
inter-node latency and divide the results by the network diameter. In this way, we
obtain the link delay between the adjacent torus switches to be 108.75 nanoseconds.
The result per-hop latency seems to be consistent with the empirical measurement
reported in the original design paper [ARK10].
We did a latency test by having an MPI process to send a 4-byte data to all
other MPI processes mapped on different compute nodes and measure the end-toend delay. Fig. 3.7 shows the histogram of the end-to-end delay. The delays are
measured between 1.27 µs and 4.07 µs, which are considered within expectation.
We also conducted a latency measurement for MPI collective operations. In particular, we measured the duration of a call to MPI Allreduce, as we vary the number
of MPI ranks and the data size. Fig. 3.8 shows the results. As expected, the collective operation has a logarithmic cost in the number of processes under the normal
situation. When the number of processes increases along with the data size, part of
the network becomes congested and the delay increase superlinearly.
To measure the MPI throughput, we select two compute nodes to run multiple
MPI processes; we designate one compute node to run only the MPI senders and
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Figure 3.7: A histogram of end-to-end delay between compute nodes of the simulated
HPC cluster.
the other only the MPI receivers. We vary the number of the sender and receiver
pairs (i.e., the number of processes per node, PPN) to be 1, 2 and 4. Each MPI
sender sends a series of MPI messages of a given fixed size back-to-back, using
MPI Send call, to the designated MPI receiver on the other host. The MPI receiver
simply loops and calls the MPI Recv. We run different experiments varying the size
of the MPI messages from 8 bytes to 128K bytes doubling each time between the
experiments. To get reasonable bounds of the throughput, we select two extremes:
one with the two compute nodes next to each other, and the other with the two
nodes farthest apart over the interconnect network.
Fig. 3.9 shows the aggregate throughput of all MPI senders as a function of MPI
message size. The performance levels off at 6.75 GB/s when the traffic becomes
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Figure 3.8: Duration of the MPI Allreduce call for different number of ranks and
data size on the simulated HPC cluster.
largely bandwidth constrained. As expected, multiplexing MPI sends at the source
host achieves proportionally higher aggregate throughput for small data sizes when
the total is less than the bandwidth cap. The throughput between the farthest
nodes is lower than that between the nearest nodes due to the increased end-to-end
latency.
In Gemini, Fast Memory Access (FMA) is a mechanism for user processes to
generate network transactions. In our model, we implemented MPI only as FMA
put, where the source can write up to 64 bytes at a time. In Fig. 3.10, we reproduce
the Gemini FMA put throughput (solid lines) as a function of transfer size for 1, 2
and 4 processes per node (as published in [ARK10]). We noticed that the FMA put
throughput is significantly higher than what we have achieved using MPI, especially
at small transfer sizes, although both level off at above 6 MB/s for large transfer
sizes. We speculated that this is due to the MPI overhead. On a quiet network,
remote put has an end-to-end latency of less than 700 nanoseconds. But with MPI,
the end-to-end latency increases to 3.88 µs between the farthest nodes. To verify
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Figure 3.9: MPI throughput from simulation as a function of message size for 1, 2
and 4 MPI processes per node.
that this is indeed the cause of the lowered throughput of our MPI performance,
we artificially reconfigured the link delay so that the end-to-end delay for MPI
becomes 700 nanoseconds. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10 (dashed lines), which
clearly indicates a much closer match of the simulated results with the empirical
measurements.

3.3.3.2

5-D Torus Model Validation

Now we present a validation of our 5-D torus-based Blue Gene/Q interconnect
model. We considered a real HPC system, IBM Sequoia supercomputer, that deploys Blue Gene/Q interconnect architecture. IBM Sequoia was built by IBM and
is maintained by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Sequoia consists of 96
racks containing 98,304 compute nodes connected via the 5-D torus topology of
dimensions 16 × 12 × 16 × 16 × 2 [CEH+ 12]. The bandwidth along the links is 2
GB/s [CEH+ 11]. The link delay is set to be 40 ns [CEH+ 12]. We measured the
end-to-end latency between two end nodes for a Blue Gene/Q system (to compare
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Figure 3.10: Gemini FMA put throughput (as reported in [ARK10]) versus simulated throughput as a function of transfer size for 1, 2, and 4 processes per node.
with the latency values reported in [CEH+ 11]). The end-to-end latency is measured
by the propagation delay and the number of hops between the two end nodes. In
this latency test, an MPI process sent an 8-byte data to all other MPI processes
(mapped on different compute nodes). The measured delays are between 700 ns and
1300 ns. The results are consistent with the data reported in [CEH+ 11] (where the
Blue Gene/Q system end-to-end latency is reported to be between 718 ns and 1264
ns).

3.3.3.3

Dragonfly Model Validation

Aries has 96 switches per group, 4 hosts per switch. Each switch has 48 network
ports: 40 of which are used to connect the switches together and 8 are used to
connect the switch to processors. We set the inter-group link bandwidth to be
4.7 GB/s per direction and intra-group link bandwidth per direction to be 5.25
GB/s [BJL+ 15]. The bandwidth of the interface connecting a host to its router
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Figure 3.11: Aries validation.
is set to be 16 GB/s [AFKR12]. The link latency is set to be 100 ns (in a quiet
network, measured router-to-router latency is reported to be 100 ns [AFKR12]).
For validation, we considered a large-scale interconnect at a recently-developed
HPC system for validation of Aries. Trinity is being built at Los Alamos National
Laboratory by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Trinity uses a Cray XC40 system
that consists of 9436 nodes [WNC+ 15] connected via the Aries dragonfly network.
We measured average end-to-end latency for considered interconnect system as a
function of transfer size. Fig. 3.11(a) shows measured MPI latencies from our simulator. Fig. 3.11(a) also compares our latencies with the empirical result reported
in [AFKR12]. As shown in the figure, our measured MPI latencies closely resembles
the published results.
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We measured the MPI throughput between two different nodes for different message sizes and compared it with the empirical values also published in [AFKR12].
The results are demonstrated in Fig. 3.11(b). We considered two different types of
traffic for throughput comparison: pingpong and unidirectional. Fig. 3.11(b) shows
that, in case of pingpong traffic, the simulation closely resembles the empirical results until 4K data size and after 4K data size, we can observe a slight shift. For
unidirectional traffic, a good match is observed above 16K data size. Overall, the
model has a good prediction of the throughput in general. There are many factors
that may affect the throughput, including buffer management at both the sender
and receiver, and also system overheads that may not be included in our model.
We also conducted a latency measurement for MPI collective operations. For
this experiment, we used the configuration of interconnect deployed at supercomputer Darter. Darter was built by National Institute of Computational Sciences
(NICS) [FBCM14]. It is a Cray XC30 system that consists of 748 compute nodes and
10 service nodes in two groups. The nodes are connected using dragonfly network
topology with Cray Aries interconnect. Fig. 3.11(c) shows the result of measured
time for MPI Allreduce, as we vary the message size. As expected, the latency
of collective operation increases with increase in message size. When message size
becomes much higher, delay increases due to congestion in the network. We compared our results for Allreduce time with the one reported at [BCY13], for a similar
configuration (i.e., the Darter supercomputer). The compared results show close
correspondence to each other.

3.3.3.4

Fat-Tree Model Validation

Now we present validation of our m-port n-tree fat-tree-based Infiniband interconnect system. As an example of HPC system deploying fat-tree interconnect, we
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Figure 3.12: Comparison with FatTreeSim and Emulab.
consider Stampede supercomputer specifications. Stampede is built by National
Science Foundation (NSF) at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), U.S.
Stampede consists of 6,400 nodes connected via fat-tree-based Infiniband FDR network [Tex17]. The FDR Infiniband consists of 56 Gb/s Mellanox switches [Tex17]
and we use this configuration in both uplink and downlink bandwidth of our fat-tree
model. We assign 0.7 µs as uplink and downlink latency for our considered fat-tree
interconnect.
We compare our model with the output reported by a recently-proposed fat-tree
simulator, FatTreeSim [LHSJ15]. We also compare with Emulab (a network testbed)
output reported at [LHSJ15] for similar system setup. We consider a 4-port 3-tree
fat-tree interconnect with total 16 processing nodes and 20 switches. We set the
message size to 1,024 bytes. We consider two traffic patterns for comparison: nearest
neighbor and random destination. We vary the number of messages from 500 to
8,000 for conducting similar comparison to data reported in [LHSJ15]. Figs. 3.12(a)
and 3.12(b) show comparison with Emulab and FatTreeSim for the nearest neighbor
and random destination traffic, respectively. As evident from both figures, average
latency calculated for each message in our model demonstrates close correspondence
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to the result from both Emulab and FatTreeSim and for both types of traffic with
varying number of messages.

3.4

Experiments

In this section, we first present a trace-based simulation study to demonstrate the
capability of our model for incorporating realistic applications. Next, we describe a
performance study of a parallel application (computational physics) using one of our
interconnection network models and show that our model can accurately predict the
strong-scaling trends of the application. Finally, we present a study on the parallel
performance of the interconnect model.

3.4.1

Trace-Driven MPI Simulation

Now we present a trace-based simulation study to demonstrate the capability of
our interconnect model of incorporating realistic application behaviors, and further
validate our model by comparing the communication cost predicted by our model
against the actual performance of running the scientific applications on target HPC
platforms.
In this study, we use real application communication traces provided by the
National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). These traces are
used for characterizing the demand of various DOE (US Department of Energy)
mini-apps run at various large-scale computing facilities [NER15a]. The traces contain single-node execution profiles of the mini-apps, which include the execution
time, the execution speed (the number of instructions per second), the workload
(the number of floating-point operations), as well as other cache/memory performance metrics, such as cache miss ratios at different levels. The traces also provide
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Figure 3.13: Format of MPI calls in the processed trace file (there is one trace file
for each MPI rank).
parallel speedup performance and MPI communication operations. The latter is of
particular interest in our study.
The DOE mini-apps in the trace collection were run at DOE’s three co-design
centers, each covering two main applications. ExMatEx (Extreme Materials at
Extreme Scale) [Law11] contains the traces of the Neutron Transport Evaluation
and Test Suite (HILO) and the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock
Hydrodynamics (LULESH). CESAR (Center for Exascale Simulation of Advanced
Reactors) [Off13] contains the traces for the MOC emulator and Nekbone, which
solves a poison equation using conjugate gradient iteration with no preconditioner
on a block or linear geometry. ExaCT (Exascale Simulation of Combustion in Turbulence) [ASC17] contains traces for a multigrid solver and CNS, a stencil-based
algorithm for computing the Compressible Navier-Stokes equations.
The MPI traces was performed on Hopper (described earlier) using the opensource DUMPI toolkit [Lab15] for different number of cores (e.g., 64, 256, and 1024
cores). For each run of the given application, there are a set of trace files, one for each
MPI rank. The original trace files are in a binary format. We converted the binary
files to text files, using the SST DUMPI toolkit [Lab15] and then processed the files
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to assemble the necessary information of each MPI call in order, which includes the
measured start and end time of the MPI call, and the specific parameters associated
with the call, such as the source or destination rank, data size, etc. As an example,
Fig. 3.13 shows two entries of a processed trace file, one for MPI Isend and the other
for MPI Waitall.
MPI Isend is a non-blocking send; the function is expected to return immediately with a request handle, which the user can later use to query or wait for the
completion of the corresponding non-blocking MPI operation. An entry associated
with the MPI Isend call includes the start time and the end time of the MPI call.
The count indicates the number of data elements to be sent. Using the count and
the data type, one can easily determine the true size of the MPI message. In the
example, 2, 601 elements of the MPI DOUBLE type (8 bytes each) would give 20, 808
bytes of data which is scheduled to be transferred for this MPI non-blocking call.
The entry also provides the destination MPI rank and an ID to represent the request
handle returned by the MPI call. MPI Wallall waits for a list of MPI requests to
complete. Accordingly the corresponding entry in the trace provides a list of the
request IDs. The MPI function will not return until all corresponding non-blocking
operations (which may include both MPI Isend and MPI Irecv calls) are completed.
To run the trace, we start the simulation with the same number of simulated
MPI ranks. At each MPI rank, we read the corresponding processed trace file for
the rank, one entry at a time. For each entry, we first advance the simulation clock
to the exact start time of the MPI call shown in the trace, by having the simulation
process to sleep for the exact amount time equal to the difference between the MPI
start time and current simulation clock. We then call the same MPI routine in our
model and measure the time it takes to complete the MPI call in simulation. We
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Figure 3.14: Comparing the duration of MPI calls between trace and simulation
with and without time shift.
record the time and later compare it against the end time of the MPI call in the
trace.
Fig. 3.14 shows the results of our trace-driven simulation for LULESH from ExMatEx running on 64 MPI processes. Our method can be generally applied to all
other traces. LULESH is a mini-app that approximates a typical hydrodynamics
model and solves Sedov blast wave problem in 3-D [Law15]. It is a widely-studied
proxy application, which can efficiently run on various platforms and has been
ported to a number of programming models (including MPI, OpenMPI, Chapel,
and Charm++) [KBK+ 13]. The particular trace runs for approximately 55 seconds. There are a total of 123, 336 calls to MPI Isend and the same number for
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MPI Irecv and MPI Wait. There are 12, 864 calls to MPI Waitall, 6, 336 calls to
MPI Allreduce, 64 calls each to MPI Barrier and MPI Reduce.
Fig. 3.14(a) shows the duration of MPI calls observed from the trace (by subtracting the start time from the end time). For easy exposition, we show only the
first 10 seconds of the experiment (later time exhibits similar behavior). Fig. 3.14(b)
shows the trace-driven simulation result. At first glance, the simulation shows very
similar pattern, yet the duration of the MPI calls spreads as much as three times of
the empirical results. A closer inspection shows that the simulation clock sometimes
may go beyond the start time of the MPI calls in trace. This is possible since the
simulated process may take longer time to complete the previous MPI operation.
To eliminate this bias for comparing the duration of the MPI calls between
the simulation and the empirical measurements, we introduce time shift for the
trace. When the simulation process detects that its clock goes beyond the time of
the trace, we shift the start time of all subsequent MPI calls in the trace by the
difference so that the delay of the previous MPI calls in the simulation will not affect
the subsequent calculations of the duration of the MPI calls.
Fig. 3.14(c) shows the result of simulation with this time shift. We observe that
the duration of the MPI calls becomes much lower. The outstanding spikes (up to
around 100 milliseconds) are from MPI Waitall. The staggering pattern seems to
be related to the skew in the wall-clock time of the participating compute nodes in
the original trace. This would explain the spread of the durations of the MPI calls
observed in the original trace (in the top plot).
Also, we perform a brief comparison study of different topology performance
based on the application communication traces. We run the trace for each of the interconnect models we have presented (i.e., Aries, Infiniband, Gemini, Blue Gene/Q).
We use configurations of Trinity and Stampede interconnects to represent architec-
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of different architectures for trace-based run.
tures of Aries and Infiniband, respectively. We use interconnect configuration of
Hopper (a supercomputer built by NERSC [NER15b]) in our Gemini interconnect
validation. Hopper contains 6,384 nodes connected via the Gemini interconnect at
17 × 8 × 24. For Blue Gene/Q architecture, we use the interconnect configuration of
Mira (a supercomputer at Argonne National Laboratory, which uses 5-D torus-based
Blue Gene/Q at dimensions: 8 × 12 × 16 × 16 × 2) [ZYL+ 15].
For this experiment, we collected the traces for DOE mini-app Big FFT (which
solves 3-D FFT problem) on 100 processes from [NER15a]. There are a total of 400
calls to MPI Alltoallv and 500 calls to MPI Barrier. The trace also contains a number of group and sub-communication MPI calls: 4000 calls to MPI Group free, 2000
calls to MPI Group incl and 2000 calls each to MPI Comm create an MPI Comm group.
Running such trace-based simulation serves two purposes: 1) It demonstrates that
our designed topology models are capable of supporting real communication applications, and 2) It provides a comparison among different interconnect topologies
with respect to their effect on parallel applications.
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Fig. 3.15 shows average number of hops traversed by each of the different topologies considered in this work. As can be seen in the figure, Aries incurs the minimum number of hops in average, while Gemini has the maximum number of hops.
Fig. 3.15 also shows that the simulation time differs in accordance with the number of hops: Aries incurs minimum simulation time, while Gemini takes the most
simulation time, among all four types of topologies.

3.4.2

SNAP Peformance Study

The SN Application Proxy (SNAP) [ZB13] is a “mini-app” based on the production
code PARTISN [ABD+ 15] at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). PARTISN
is a code for solving the radiation transport equation for neutron and gamma transport. The resulting solution is the distribution of these sub-atomic particles in space,
direction of travel, particle speed, and time. These dimensions of space, direction,
speed, and time form a phase space that is discretized to formulate a linear system
of equations. Solving this system of equations in parallel in the most efficient manner may depend on the architecture of the supercomputer employed. Simulation
capabilities provided by the PPT will allow faster exploration of the optimizations
and variations necessary when considering different computing systems.
A group of researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory implemented an application model for the parallel wavefront solution technique of SNAP, called SNAPSim. SNAPSim uses similar input variables as described above to parameterize the
problem to describe the size of the problem and the size of the individual tasks.
Although SNAP requires iterations to formulate a solution, SNAPSim uses a fixed
number of iterations, which is a sufficient abstraction for modeling the cost of instructions, data flow, and communications for an actual SNAP simulation. The
sum of all work is broken up into work chunks, where each chunk represents the
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Figure 3.16: SNAPSim vs. SNAP Edison strong scaling.
solution for some chunk of spatial cells, all directions captured by a single octant
of a unit sphere, and all particles binned into a single energy group. The nature of
the problem permits that some work chunks be performed concurrently, and other
chunks wait for these upstream tasks to be completed before progressing. The model
captures this scheduling and estimates the compute time associated with a single
chunk for different architectures. The time is computed per a hardware simulator
that uses machine-specific details to estimate the computation time.
To test the SNAPSim model using the MPI and interconnect simulators provided
by the PPT, we use the PPT hardware and interconnect model of NERSC’s Edison
supercomputer. Edison is a Cray XC30 system that uses the Aries interconnect with
a dragonfly topology. Each node in Edison is composed of two sockets, each with
12 Intel Ivy Bridge cores and 32 GB of main memory.
The first problem uses a 32 × 32 × 48 spatial mesh, 192 angles, and 8 groups.
Chunk sizes for spatial parallelism contain 8 cells in the x-dimension and a number
that ranges from four cells to one cell in both the y- and z-dimensions as the number
of processes is increased. We always start from 24 cores or one compute node
to focus on the effects of off-node communication on scaling. Fig. 3.16(a) shows
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that this problem has a low computational load at high core counts. The small
computation-to-communication ratio leads to diminishing returns with increasing
cores and perhaps even worse performance. While not in exact agreement, the
simulator is capturing the trend from measured SNAP simulations quite well.
The second problem is larger with a 64 × 32 × 48 spatial mesh, 384 angles, and
42 energy groups. Each chunk has 16 cells in the x-dimension and a number of cells
in the other dimensions that varies with increasing processes. Fig. 3.16(b) shows
how this problem maintains a much more consistent scaling trend due to the larger
amount of computation between communications. And importantly the PPT model
again predicts the measured trend well.
The results show the PPT can accurately predict strong scaling trends for SNAP
on modern hardware with a well-understood interconnect. Succeeding in this validation exercise permits future deployment of SNAPSim and the PPT for optimizing
performance according the strong scaling properties without requiring a system allocation and extensive testing.

3.4.3

Parallel Performance

To assess the parallel performance of our integrated model, we conducted a set
of experiments on a 1, 500-node compute cluster located at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Each compute node in the cluster is equipped with a 12-core Opteron
6176 12C 2.3GHz CPU. The compute nodes are connected by an Infiniband QDR
interconnect.
To obtain strong-scaling results, we simulated 156,672 MPI processes running
on the Hopper. That is, there is one MPI process running at each core of the target
supercomputer platform. For the experiment, the MPI processes perform a collective
operation, using MPI Allreduce, with different data size (1K or 4K bytes).
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Figure 3.17: Observed run time and event rate for running Simian with an 156Krank MPI model on a parallel compute cluster.
Fig. 3.17 shows the performance results. We ran the model varying the number of compute nodes, from 1 (12 cores) to 256 nodes (that’s 3,072 cores). For
data size of 4KB, we ran the model with at least 48 cores to save compute time.
The results demonstrate decent parallel performance of the simulator as we see the
run time steadily decreases as we increase parallelism. However, the cost of using
Simian’s Python implementation is also obvious. The aggregate event rate is low,
even for 3,072 cores. For this experiment, we did not use Python just-in-time (JIT)
compilation, which is expected to significantly improve the performance. We are
in the process of translating our model to Lua, for which Simian has demonstrated
superior performance. Using JIT and with sufficient event granularity, Simian has
been shown to achieve as much as three times the event rate of an optimized C++
parallel simulator [SEL15].
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3.5

Summary

In this part of the dissertation, we present integrated HPC interconnect models
for performance prediction of HPC applications. Performance prediction for largescale scientific applications require an accurate representation of the communication cost between an extremely large number of compute nodes. Our interconnect
models are fully integrated with an MPI implementation that includes all common
point-to-point communication functions and collective operations with packet-level
accuracy. We present interconnect models for three widely-used interconnect topologies and corresponding interconnect architectures: torus (Cray’s Gemini and IBM’s
Blue Gene/Q), dragonfly (Cray’s Aries) and fat-tree (Infiniband). We conducted
extensive validation study of our integrated model, including a trace-driven simulation of real-life scientific application communication patterns. We also performed
performance study of a computational physics-based parallel application using our
interconnect model. All the results show that our interconnect models provide reasonably good accuracy for predicting the network behavior, while at the same time
allowing for good parallel scaling performance.
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CHAPTER 4
EMERGENCY DEMAND RESPONSE FOR HPC SYSTEMS
Demand response refers to reducing energy consumption of participating systems
in response to transient surge in energy demand or decrease in energy supply from
the power grid, possibly resulted from an emergency incident. Demand response is
particularly important for maintaining power grid transmission stability, as well as
achieving overall energy saving. HPC systems can be considered as ideal participants
for demand-response programs, due to their massive energy demand. In this part
of the dissertation, we explore the opportunity of HPC emergency demand response
by proposing new HPC job scheduling and resource provisioning schemes.

4.1

Background

Demand response aims at energy reduction during peak electricity periods or other
emergency events, and as such provides financial incentives to its participants. Various demand response programs are offered by energy service providers to encourage
energy reduction from participants. Among these programs, emergency demand response is most widely adopted, taking up 87% of all the demand response capabilities
across the U.S [Man14]. When supply shortage situations or emergency conditions
occur (e.g., extremely cold/hot weather, natural disasters), energy consumers reduce the energy consumption to requested levels and collectively prevent the power
grid from getting into blackouts, potentially saving billion of dollars’ loss. Thus,
many demand response resources, e.g., office buildings and residential customers, are
emerging and sought to participate in emergency demand response. Many electricity
markets (e.g., PJM, NYISO, and ISO-NE) serving major states in the United States
contribute to power grid stability through demand response participation [Ene14].
Prominent companies (such as Apple [FP16] and Equinix [Mis15]) are participating
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in demand response based on electricity price. The literature includes a large body
of research and field studies of demand response for various sectors, such as data
centers and smart buildings (e.g., [WLLMR14, BCPC16, GGMP12]).
HPC systems are generally large infrastructures containing thousands of nodes
with a low latency interconnect and distributed file system. Scientific applications
with high computation and communication requirements are generally executed on
HPC systems. HPC systems can consume an enormous amount of energy during
their operation. In the U.S., the Department of Energy has set a limit in the total
power consumption of an upcoming exascale system to be within 20 MWs. It is
projected nevertheless that future HPC systems in many other countries can easily
exceed this amount; some systems may even consume hundreds of megawatts of
electricity [GR17]. Apparently, the energy cost is a major component of the overall
cost of operation. Any reduction in the electricity bill can be a significant benefit for
HPC facilities. Furthermore, the energy consumption of HPC systems can fluctuate
drastically due to workload diversity, temperature fluctuation, and dynamic power
saving technologies such as clock gating and power gating. Being able to predict
and control the massive energy demand can be important for maintaining stability
of the energy provider. We argue that by participating in the demand response program and earning rewards from such participation, HPC systems can both reduce
the overall cost of operation and contribute to the power system stability. However,
to enable HPC systems’ demand response participation, the potential loss of performance must be weighed against the possible gain in power system stability and
energy reduction.
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4.2

Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in performance and power prediction models,
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) methods for energy saving, HPC job
scheduling and resource provisioning strategies, demand response techniques for data
centers, and power allocation methods.
Many power and performance prediction models have been proposed in the literature. For example, Singh, Bhadauria, and McKee [SBM09] proposed an analytical model for real-time prediction of processor and system power consumption.
Performance monitoring counters are used to estimate the power consumption of
the processors. Shoukourian et al. [SWAB14] proposed an analytical model for
application-specific power and energy prediction. Based on historical energy usage by specific applications, the model predicts future power and energy usage; the
model can also adapt the prediction accuracy with further execution of the applications. Shoukourian et al. extended the AEPCP model and proposed the Lightweight
Adaptive Consumption Prediction (LACP) model to predict application execution
time, power, energy for different number of nodes and CPU frequency [SWA+ 15].
The LACP model, however, does not predict application characteristics for different power capping values. Song, Barker, and Kerbyson [SBK13] proposed a unified quasi-analytical performance and power model. Their model combines application analysis with different computation and communication parameters obtained
through micro-benchmarking to assess the impact of different applications on performance and energy efficiency of HPC systems. Olschanowsky et al. [ORS+ 10] proposed energy prediction for non-existent machines using existing application traces
with performance counters. The method, however, requires instrumentation of the
applications (at the basic block level) and predicts the total energy cost based on
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the average energy cost at each operation. Wu et al. [WTCM16] also presented
performance and power models based on hardware performance counters with CPU
frequency. They used non-negative multivariate regression analysis to build models
for application execution time, system power, CPU and memory power, using a
small set of major performance counters and CPU frequency. They implemented a
counter-ranking method to identify the model contribution of the measured counters. The model can be used to suggest modifications of applications to improve
execution time and power consumption.
Different energy saving techniques have also been proposed for HPC systems.
They include energy-efficient design for hardware components, including CPU, memory, and interconnection network. Saving energy intuitively implies a reduction in
power consumption, runtime, or both. Wu et al. [WTCM16] classified the methods
in this area into three categories: reduce time and power, reduce time but allow an
increase in power, and reduce power while allowing an increase in time.
Energy-saving methods that exploit the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) capabilities on processors have been introduced (e.g., [GFFC07, LM06,
RLDS+ 09, FPK+ 05]). CPU MISER [GFFC07] is an early effort that includes a
runtime DVFS-based HPC power management scheme, which exploits different application phases using performance measurements (in cycles per instruction) during
the execution of the applications. Freeh et al. [FPK+ 05] proposed an energy saving
approach exploiting the energy-time tradeoff of MPI programs. Adagio [RLDS+ 09]
performs runtime CPU frequency scaling and exploits the variations in the energy
consumption during computation and communication phases of an application to
reduce the overall energy consumption without impacting the overall execution time
of the application. A more recent effort on DVFS by Bao et al. [BHC+ 16] automat-
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ically selects the optimal frequency and core count at compile-time to achieve lower
energy.
Job scheduling and resource provisioning methods have also been proposed for
HPC systems to save energy. They assume bounded energy consumption of the
systems (e.g., [SLGK14, PLS+ 15, ECLV12]). Yang et al. [YZW+ 13] proposed a job
scheduling approach to exploit the variable electricity price and power consumption
profile of the jobs. A day is divided into two parts based on the electricity price:
on-peak and off-peak. Jobs are classified based on their power profiles (derived from
past execution data). Low power-consuming jobs are executed preferably during
the on-peak time periods, while high power-consuming jobs are executed preferably
during the off-peak time periods. Two power-aware job scheduling solutions are proposed: a greedy policy and a 0-1 knapsack-based policy, where fairness is ensured
through a window-based scheduling mechanism. Sarood et al. [SLGK14] proposed an
online job scheduling and resource allocation approach to achieve power-efficiency
in HPC systems. The resource management system leverages over-provisioning,
power-capping and job malleability (i.e., dynamic shrinking and expanding the job
size) to optimally allocate power and nodes. The optimization objective is to maximize throughput with power constraints by dynamically allocating resources to
new and running jobs. They also proposed a prediction model that estimates an
application power characteristics at any scale. The proposed dynamic scheduling
method, however, may not be practical for HPC systems, where most jobs are
not malleable and a scheduling policy needs to ensure fairness. Pointing out these
limitations, Patki et al. [PLS+ 15] proposed a more practical resource management
scheme with improved power utilization and application performance (in terms of
average turnaround time). Cao, He, and Kondo [CHK16] recently proposed a job
scheduling algorithm to limit the overall system power consumption within a given
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power budget and improve the system throughput and resource utilization. While
we also implement power-capped job scheduling in our proposed model, our goal is
to improve power grid stability and energy saving for HPC demand-response participation. We schedule jobs and allocate resources to achieve optimal energy (only
during demand response events), while theirs is to achieve power capping.
Workload scheduling and resource provisioning in data center with consideration of demand response scheme has been studied quite extensively. Load shifting
in time, geographical load balancing, speed-scaling, server consolidation, powercapping are some of the approaches proposed in the literature for data center’s demand response [WLLMR14]. However, these approaches are applicable for internet
transaction-based data center workload, not for HPC applications. For data center
workload, the service time is typically assumed to be uniform and delay intolerant
(most jobs need to be serviced within the hour from which they are submitted).
HPC jobs are much less uniform both in terms of service time and job size (requested resources in the number of processors). Also, most HPC jobs can tolerate
some delays (given that some jobs may take hours or days to finish). As such, the
data center demand-response models cannot be applied to HPC systems.
Various power-capping-aware methods have been proposed in the literature to
optimize power, performance, and energy in HPC systems. Before the emergence of
hardware-level power-capping mechanisms, dynamic voltage frequency scaling, idle
cycle injection, and clock cycle modulation were popular approaches to limit the
power consumption of processors. Hardware-level power capping is the most lucrative choice, since it gives the highest opportunity to save energy [GAO14]. RAPL,
an implementation of hardware-level power capping, was first introduced in Sandy
Bridge processors [RADS+ 12]. Patki et al. [PLR+ 13] performed an extensive study
of application performance for an entire cluster while limiting the power usage at the
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node level. An optimal power allocation scheme was proposed with consideration
of application parallel efficiency and memory intensity to achieve the best application performance. Recently, Liu et al. proposed FastCap [LCD+ 16], a system-wide
power-capping approach based on both CPU and memory DVFS to achieve optimal
system performance within a given budget for systems with a large number of cores.

4.3

Demand-Response Model Based on Frequency Scaling

In this section, we present our HPC demand response model based on processor
frequency scaling. At first, we present performance and energy models based on
frequency scaling in section 4.3.1, which we use for determining a job’s runtime
and energy consumption in the proposed job scheduling and resource provisioning
algorithm, which we describe next in section 4.3.2. The algorithm involves dynamically adjusting the processors’ frequency for all running jobs in order to achieve
optimal energy conservation, which we describe in section 4.3.3. The algorithm possibly involves evicting running jobs during a demand-response period if the power
consumption exceeds the set limit. We describe an optimal job eviction method in
section 4.3.4. Section 4.3.5 presents a performance evaluation study.

4.3.1

Power and Performance Prediction Models

Consider the set of jobs to be executed on an HPC system is {1, 2, · · · , J}. For
each job j, we denote the average power consumption running at CPU frequency f
as p(j, f ), and the execution time as t(j, f ). There are quite a number of models
existed for predicting a job’s average power consumption and execution time. Here,
we use a rather simple regression-based model. We derive the relationship between
CPU power and runtime with respect to frequency using linear regression. To do so,
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we first observe the average power and runtime characteristics of each job running at
different frequency values. We then determine a polynomial fitting function based
on the observed data.
Similar approaches can be found in other studies (e.g., [ABB+ 14, AW14]). The
purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility of having HPC centers to participate in the demand response programs, by proposing a job scheduling and resource
provisioning algorithm that can improve power stability and energy conservation
while maintaining good application runtime performance. Here we choose simple
prediction models, which can be later improved for more general applications.
For determining the average power consumption, we use a similar model as
proposed in [WTCM16]. The average power consumption of job j running on a
processor at frequency f can be estimated using the following third-order polynomial
function:
p(j, f ) = a + b · f + c · f 2 + d · f 3

(4.1)

where a, b, c, and d are constants determined from empirical analysis of average
power relation with different frequency values. Here, a represents the static power
consumption while running the job.
In a similar approach, we can determine the execution time of job j at frequency
f using the following function:
t(j, f ) = α + β · f + γ · f 2

(4.2)

where α, β, and γ are regression coefficients determined from polynomial fitting
function using empirical data.
We assume that a job j runs with the same CPU frequency f on all nj processors.
As such, the total energy consumption of the job can then be determined as follows:
e(j, f ) = nj · p(j, f ) · t(j, f )
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Figure 4.1: Result of the power and performance prediction models for six HPC
applications.
To illustrate the power and performance prediction models, we collected frequencies and frequency-related power variations for six HPC applications from an
existing study [ABB+ 14]. More specifically, the six applications include four scientific applications (including Quantum ESPRESSO [GBB+ 09], Gadget [Spr05],
Seissol [KPC+ 08] and WaLBerla [FDK+ 11]) and two synthetic benchmarks (where
PMATMUL is a parallel benchmark for dense matrix multiplication, and STREAM
is a benchmark for measuring sustainable memory bandwidth [McC02]). Measurements were collected when running these applications with different CPU frequencies, ranging from 1.2 GHz to 2.7 GHz.
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We use the regression models to derive the least square polynomial fitting functions representing the relationship of average power consumption and execution time
with the scaling frequency for each application. Fig. 4.1 shows the result from the
power and performance regression models for the six HPC applications, as well as
their total energy consumption. Fig. 4.1(a) and Fig. 4.1(b) show the empirical data
and fitted polynomial function for average power and execution time, respectively.
Fig. 4.1(c) shows the total energy consumption for different frequencies, derived
from the average power and execution time polynomial fitting function models.
In general, the average power consumption of the applications increases as we
increase the CPU frequency. The execution time decreases as we increase the CPU
frequency. The total energy for running the applications is the product of the
average power and execution time, which may either increase, decrease, or have its
minimum somewhere in the given frequency range, depending on the applications.

4.3.2

Job Scheduling and Resource Provisioning

We describe the proposed job scheduling and resource provisioning algorithm in this
subsection. When a job is submitted, it is inserted in the waiting queue Q and the
job scheduling algorithm is invoked. Here we use the first-come-first-serve (FCFS)
policy, although other job scheduling policies can be applied as well.
The job scheduler keeps the list of running jobs R. Each job j ∈ R runs on
nj processors as requested. The scheduler determines the frequency of the processors, fj , that the job is run. The frequency can be changed dynamically during
the job’s execution depending on the current running jobs and the available power
limit. (We assume all processors running the same job maintain the same frequency
nevertheless.)
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Algorithm 1 HPC Demand Response Job Scheduler
1: find the first eligible job j in Q
2: if job j exists then
3:
dequeue job j from Q
4:
allocate nj processors to run job j
5:
R ← R ∪ {j}
6:
goto line 1
7: end if
8: determine optimal frequency ∀j ∈ R (section 4.3.3)
9: if no optimal solution exist then
10:
evict jobs to reduce power consumption (section 4.3.4)
11:
goto line 8
12: end if
13: reset processor frequency if changed ∀j ∈ R
Let fmin and fmax denote the minimum and maximum frequency allowed by the
HPC processor architecture. That is,
fmin ≤ fj ≤ fmax

(4.4)

Let p̂ be the current power limit set by the energy service provider. The power
cap p̂ can be set to a lower value during a demand response period and infinite
otherwise. In any case, the scheduling algorithm needs to ensure that the average
power consumption of all the running jobs, prun , is bounded by the current power
limit. That is,
prun =

X

p(j, fj ) ≤ p̂

(4.5)

j∈R

The pseudo-code of the proposed HPC scheduler is shown in Alg. 1. When
invoked, the scheduler first checks to see if there is an eligible job to run in the job
waiting queue (line 1). We scan the waiting jobs from the head of the queue to the
tail of the queue according to the FCFS policy. The job w is eligible to run, (a) if
there are enough available processors, that is,
nw +

X
j∈R
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nj ≤ n̂

(4.6)

where n̂ is the total number of processors in the system, and (b) if the average power
consumption of all running jobs remains within the power limit (assuming we run
job w with the minimum allowed frequency):
p(w, fmin ) + prun ≤ p̂

(4.7)

If such a job is found, we remove the job from the waiting queue (line 3) and
allocate the processors to run the job (line 4). The new job is placed into R, which
maintains the set of all currently running jobs (line 5). This process is then repeated
until we find all eligible running jobs from the waiting queue.
Before the new jobs begin, we first need to determine the optimal frequency
of the processors to run them (line 8). Also, it may be necessary to adjust the
frequency of existing running jobs (not just the new arrivals) to achieve the optimal
energy conservation. We discuss the details of calculating optimal frequencies in
section 4.3.3.
The job scheduler is invoked when a new job is submitted or when a running
job has finished execution. In the latter case, the completed job is simply removed
from R and the scheduler is invoked so that other eligible jobs can be scheduled to
run. Another possible case for invoking the scheduler is when the energy service
provider changes the power limit p̂ of the HPC system. This can be the start of a
demand response event, in which case a lower power limit is imposed, or at the end
of a demand response event, when the power limit returns to normal (e.g., infinite or
some higher values for hardware overprovisioned systems [PLR+ 16]). If the power
limit is reduced for a demand response event, it is possible that no optimal solution
can be found for frequency scaling of the existing running jobs. In that case, one
or more running jobs must be terminated prematurely to preserve power (line 10).
We discuss this step in more detail in section 4.3.4 on how to choose the victims
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so that we can minimize the overall impact. Once the eviction is done, we need to
calculate again the optimal frequency of the remaining running jobs.
In the last step (line 13), we change the frequency of the processors of the running jobs, as long as their newly calculated frequency is different from the previous
settings. The job scheduler finishes the current invocation and will wait until it is
invoked again in response to either a new job arrival, a job departure, or a demand
response event.

4.3.2.1

Job Scheduler Simulator

We use simulation to study the effect of the proposed job scheduling and resource
provisioning algorithm both on performance and energy. Plenty job scheduler simulators exist. For example, PYSS (Python Scheduler Simulator) is an open-source
HPC workload scheduling simulator written in Python [PSL10]. The simulator
was developed by the Experimental System Lab at the Hebrew University, and has
been used to study various scheduling algorithms (e.g., [GGRT15, MV15, BGK+ 16,
LW15]). CQSim is another event-based simulator to study the detailed queuing
behavior of job schedulers using real system workload [Ill12]. The simulator was
developed by Illinois Institute of Technology and has been used to evaluate faultaware utility-based job scheduling [TLDB09], adaptive metric-aware job scheduling [TRLD12], and so on. Current HPC simulators provide only limited capabilities
for studying job scheduling. For example, SST/Macro contains only limited support
for running multiple jobs via trace replay [JAC+ 12]. CODES offers similar capabilities using trace replay to study multi-job workload of proxy applications and their
impact on communication over different interconnection networks [JBW+ 16].
In general, job scheduling is relatively straightforward to simulate and validate.
We developed our own simulator with trace-driven capabilities so that we can have
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the flexibility to incorporate new scheduling functions, power-aware methods, as
well as demand response models.
Our job scheduler simulator is developed based on Simian, which is an opensource, process-oriented, parallel discrete-event simulation engine [SEL15]. Simian
has several unique design features that make it more attractive for us to build our
scheduler simulator. First, Simian has a very simple application programming interface (API). The simulator adopts a minimalistic design with only a handful of
core functions. The code base is around 500 lines at its core, which makes it easier
to understand and debug the applications. Simian also supports process-oriented
world view for easy model development. Second, Simian is developed using interpreted languages, including Python, LUA, and Javascript. Simian takes advantage
of just-in-time (JIT) compilation and, for some models, has demonstrated capable
of even outperforming simulators using compiled languages, such as C or C++.
Simian is also a parallel discrete-event simulator, capable of running large-scale
models on parallel platforms. Third, there has been a significant ongoing effort
in developing models for HPC architectures and applications using Simian (e.g.,
[CESP15, CNEP16, AOL+ 16, ALEZ16]). Our job scheduler can take advantage of
these models.
The overall design of the simulator is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The job scheduler
simulator consists of five major components: a job dispatcher, a job executioner,
scheduling policies, application models, and a resource manager. The job dispatcher
takes four different types of events: job arrival, job departure, job eviction (when
an executed job is interrupted and removed in the middle of the run), and power
demand change (when the power service provider of the HPC center changes the
current power limit either at the start or the end of a demand response event). When
a job is submitted, it enters the job waiting queue and invokes the job dispatcher.
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Figure 4.2: The overall design of our job scheduler simulator.
The job dispatcher determines whether the job is eligible to run according to the
application models (that describe the job’s power and performance characteristics)
and the current available resources from the resource manager. The job dispatcher
processes the jobs from the waiting queue according to the scheduling policies. For
this study, we only use FCFS, although other policies, such as backfilling [SKSS02],
may be incorporated as well.
When a job is scheduled to run, the job dispatcher removes the job from the
waiting queue and put it in the list of running jobs. The job executioner allocates
the resources using the resource manager to represent the occupied processors (at
the specified frequencies) with associated power consumption for running the job.
The job executioner then simulates the job’s execution accordingly. For this study,
it is sufficient to simulate using the job’s execution time and power consumption
according to the estimates from the power and performance models. Detailed job
execution can also be simulated for specific computation and communication demands, in case one needs to model the application’s runtime behavior. When a job
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completes its execution, the job executioner removes the job from the list of running
jobs, reclaims the resources occupied by the job, and then invokes the job dispatcher
to select new eligible jobs to run.
Our simulator has also been augmented to handle demand response. We can
schedule an event to indicate the power demand change, with a lower power limit
upon the arrival of a demand response event, or an another when the power limit
returns to level for normal operations. In the former case, the job executioner may
evict jobs if the current power level is no longer sufficient to support all running
jobs. In the latter case, the job scheduler may start new jobs to run.

4.3.2.2

Simulator Validation

We conducted experiments to validate the basic functions of our job scheduler simulator. We used the real system workload traces, obtained from the Parallel Workloads Archive [FTK14]. The workload traces contain runtime information collected
at the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) during the time period from May
1998 through April 2000. The runtime information contains the job start time, the
job run time, the requested number of processors, and the job wait time, etc. We use
this dataset for validation by comparing the performance of our simulator with that
of PYSS [PSL10], which has been previously validated against empirical results.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.3. The specific workload trace we use contains
5,000 jobs running on a system with 512 processors. The top plot shows the length
of the job waiting queue as it fluctuates over time. The bottom plot shows the
number of available processors in the system. In both cases, we can observe that
our simulator generates results that match well with those from PYSS.
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Figure 4.3: Comparing results from PYSS and our simulator.
4.3.3

Determining Optimal Frequency

This step is to calculate the frequency of the processors running the jobs. During
the normal operating time, the power limit should be infinite (or set to be the peak
power), in which case the jobs can run at the maximum allowed CPU frequency, i.e.,
fmax , to achieve the best performance. This is a conscious decision. HPC systems are
designed for high performance. A willing participation of supercomputing centers
in the demand response programs should not alter the main design purpose of these
HPC systems. We want to minimize the overall impact of demand response, in this
case, by recovering the potential performance loss by maximizing the application
performance outside the demand response periods.
However, once a demand response event happens, we need to resort to the energy
conservation mode. In this case, we want to select the proper CPU frequencies of
all running jobs so that we can minimize the energy use while observing the reduced
power limit set by the energy service provider. By reducing the energy demand, we
can contribute to stabilizing the power grid which may encounter possible emergency
situations. This frequency selection problem can be formulated as an optimization
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problem, as follows:
Minimize:

P

j∈R eR (j, fj )

subject to constraints (4.4) and (4.5)
where eR (j, fj ) denotes the remaining energy expected to be consumed if running
job j at frequency fj . It can be calculated as follows:
eR (j, fj ) = (1 − αj ) · nj · p(j, fj ) · t(j, fj )

(4.8)

where αj is the percentage of job j that has been completed thus far. This quantity
can be accumulated by the job scheduler upon each time the job is updated with a
new frequency.
It is commonly believed that the energy and frequency observe the convexity
property under certain conditions [DVMJC13], such as a job’s average power consumption and execution time are monotonic functions of the frequency within a
given range. This convexity property suggests the existence of an optimal frequency
where energy consumption can be minimalized. We can therefore solve the optimization problem with the sequential least squares programming algorithm using
the Han-Powell quasi-Newton method [Pow78]. The optimization problem solver
returns the frequencies f1 , f2 , ·, f|R| for all running jobs in j ∈ R. Note that in practice, processors can choose from a certain set of frequencies dictated by hardware.
In this case, we can pick the closest allowed frequency that is no larger than the
optimal frequency value.

4.3.4

Job Eviction

As mentioned earlier, with reduced power limit during a demand response event, it
is possible that no optimal frequencies can be found for the existing running jobs,
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in which case some jobs have to be terminated to preserve power. In this section,
we provide an algorithm for choosing the jobs so that we can minimize the impact.
We represent the selection of job j by a binary variable, xj ∈ {0, 1}. We formulate
an optimization problem to determine the optimal subset of the running jobs such
that the power bound constraint can be satisfied, with the objective of maximizing
the energy that has already been spent by the running jobs. The idea is that we
want to keep the jobs that have consumed more energy, because evicting them would
mean this energy would be wasted as they need to rerun.
We formulate the optimization problem as follows:
Maximize:
subject to

P

P

j∈R

j∈R

(xj · eX (j))

(xj · p(j, fmin )) ≤ p̂

where eX (j) is the energy that has so far been spent running job j. On the one
hand, the job scheduler can accumulate eX (j) using power measurement. On the
other hand, we can adopt an easier alternative, by estimating the energy cost of a
job using the job’s completion percentage value αj and the projected energy used
under the current frequency fj . That is,
eX (j) ≈ αj · nj · p(j, fj ) · t(j, fj )

(4.9)

We can convert this optimization problem into a 0-1 knapsack problem and solve
it directly. In this case, we treat p̂ as the knapsack capacity, p(j, fmin ) as the weight
associated with each job, and the spent energy eX (j) as the job’s value.
4.3.5

Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we present an elaborate trace-based simulation study to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed HPC job scheduling and resource provisioning
algorithm for emergency demand response.
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4.3.5.1

Data Sets for Benchmarking

We use real-life workload trace to evaluate our design. More specifically, the trace
was collected at the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC SP2), which contains
5,000 jobs. This trace has been used widely in the literature, and referenced in a
number of studies throughout the years to generate useful workloads (e.g., [DSRI13,
KMY15]).
We use the performance and power data at different frequencies for four HPC
applications (Quantum ESPRESSO [GBB+ 09], Gadget [Spr05], Seissol [KPC+ 08]
and WaLBerla [FDK+ 11]), as outlined in Section 4.3.1. We use discrete frequency
values for the processors, ranging from 1.2 GHz to 2.4 GHz at 0.2 GHz intervals
and 2.7 GHz. The peak power of the processors was set to 220 W (determined
from the power consumption of the four HPC applications when running at the
maximum frequency). We target three HPC systems, which consist of 128, 256, and
512 processors, respectively. The peak power capacity for the 512-processor system
can reach 112.64 KW.
To evaluate the performance of our job scheduling and resource provisioning
algorithm for demand response, we compare it with two scheduling policies that
do not consider demand response. Performance-policy is one of the CPU frequency
scaling policies implemented in the Linux kernel [Arc17]. It always chooses the maximum frequency to ensure best application runtime performance [PS06, BHC+ 16].
Powersave-policy is the opposite to the previous one, also implemented in the Linux
kernel [Arc17]. Under this policy, the processors are run instead with the minimum
frequency, to minimize the power consumption for application execution.
In the following, we show the results from our simulation study. We first present
the power capping capability of our demand-response algorithm. We then com-
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Figure 4.4: Power usage over time with and without power capping.
pare results from the demand response algorithm with those from the two demandresponse-agnostic policies, both in terms of average job turnaround time and average
energy consumption. Finally, we show the potential improvement in the power stability achieved by the demand response algorithm.

4.3.5.2

Power Capping

During a demand response event, the proposed job scheduling and resource provisioning algorithm switches to the energy conservation mode. In addition, the
system’s power consumption is also kept to be within a given power limit in order
to improve power stability. To show its effect of power capping, we designed an
experiment by changing the power limit at different time intervals to demonstrate
that our algorithm can schedule jobs according to the set power constraint at the
time.
In this experiment, we arbitrarily set different power limit over time. Fig. 4.4
shows the result when we set the power limit at regular intervals to be 50%, 30%,
41.7%, 15%, and 30% of the system’s peak power. The figure shows the power
usage of the system over time, with and without power capping. In the former case,
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we used our demand response algorithm. In the latter case, we used the default
performance-policy, which selects the maximum CPU frequency to run the jobs.
The figure shows that our demand response algorithm can adapt to the changes in
the power limit and schedule jobs accordingly under the power constraint.

4.3.5.3

Energy versus Performance

We conducted second set of experiments to study the effect of the proposed scheduling algorithm for demand response on the job’s energy consumption and execution
time.
For this study, we vary the system size to be 128, 256, or 512 processors. We
assume that a demand response event happens randomly during the system’s operation and lasts for 25% of the entire duration of operation. When the demand
response event happens, we expect the power limit of the system to drop to 80%
from the peak power. We measure the job turnaround time to be between the time
when the job is submitted and the time when the job has completed its execution. We report the average job turnaround time and the average energy among all
jobs. For the demand response algorithm, we also make a distinction of the average
turnaround time and average energy between jobs that start inside or outside the
demand response period. Finally, we compare the results of our demand response
algorithm with those from using the performance-policy and the powersave-policy.
Fig. 4.5(a) shows the average job turnaround time decreases for all scheduling
policies when we increase the system size (from 128 to 256 to 512 processors). This is
expected: the average job waiting time would decrease due to less contentions when
more resources are available. The scheduler running performance-policy has the
smallest job turnaround time among the three scheduling algorithms since it always
uses the maximum CPU frequency to achieve best application runtime performance.
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Figure 4.5: Comparing performance and energy for different scheduling policies and
with different system size.
Our demand response algorithm operates in the same way as the performance-policy
during the normal operation time (non-DR event), but performs slightly worse than
the performance-policy during the demand response time period (DR Event). The
processors may be set to run jobs with less than the maximum frequency in order
to achieve the optimal energy conservation during the demand response period.
Fig. 4.5(b) shows the average energy consumption of the jobs. The per-job energy consumption is largely independent of the system size. The difference between
performance-policy and powersave-policy is almost negligible, which is not unexpected. As shown previously in Fig. 4.1(c), the energy consumption of the four
applications we choose for our study (e.g., Seissol) is at a similar level at both frequency extremes (at 1.2 GHz and 2.7 GHz). Considerable energy savings (around
15%) are achieved during the demand response period, when our algorithm finds
the optimal CPU frequencies to achieve the best energy conservation for running
the jobs.
We observed that both average job turnaround time and average job energy
consumption depend on the demand response event ratio (i.e., the percentage of time
in the system operation that demand response happens). In the next experiment,
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Figure 4.6: Impact on the demand response event ratio.
we fixed the system size to be 512 processors and varied the demand response event
ratio from 20% to 100%. Fig. 4.6 shows the results. Fig. 4.6(a) shows that the
average turnaround time increases only slightly for our scheduling algorithm when
the demand response event lasts longer. Relative to the average job turnaround time
achieved by performance-policy (which does not change with the demand response
event ratio), we see that the demand response algorithm may introduce an increase
between 4.4% and 21.0% in the average turnaround time.
Fig. 4.6(b) shows that the average job energy consumption decreases with the
longer demand response event, since our scheduling algorithm would be more likely
to operate in the energy-conservation mode. Relative to the average energy achieved
by powersave-policy, we see that the demand response algorithm can achieve energy
savings from 2.9% to 10.6%.

4.3.5.4

Power Stability

An important aspect of the demand response program is that it is expected to help
stabilize the power system during the demand response periods when the power grid
may encounter instability, either due to the sudden rise in the demand or because
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of some emergency incidents. In this case, we would like to be able to minimize the
fluctuations in the power demand of the HPC systems during the demand response
events.
Fig. 4.7 shows the standard deviation of power usage of the system over time.
In this experiment, we use the same simulation setup as in the previous experiment.
We observe that the standard deviation of the power consumption decreases as the
demand response event ratio increases. Relative to the standard deviation of the
power usage under performance-policy, the demand response algorithm is shown
to have achieved a reduction from 2.8% to 15.6%, and thus can contribute to the
stability of the power system.
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4.4

Demand-Response Model Based on Power Capping and
Node Scaling

To cope with the variations in processing, modern processors are becoming adaptive, providing hardware-level power-capping capabilities that can opportunistically
adjust their core frequency based on thermal and energy constraints (e.g., Intel’s
Turbo Boost Technology). Power capping is the allocation of power to nodes mainly
to achieve an overall HPC cluster power limit. Power-capping capability is becoming
a standard feature for modern processors through various programming interfaces,
such as Intel’s running average power limit (RAPL) [Int14], AMD’s advanced power
management link (APML) [How09], and NVIDIA’s NVIDIA management library
(NVML) [Nvi15]. New intelligent features have been introduced in processors to
achieve energy efficiency through power capping at various locations in the system
hierarchy. For example, Intel’s Intelligent Power Node Manager and Data Center
Manager allow power capping at the node level and component level (e.g., processor, memory) to achieve energy efficiency with different granularity [SCC+ 12].
Power capping not only helps achieve power reduction in the node but also optimizes application performance within a power budget.
Power capping can be optimized to control performance and power of applications. With changes in the power limit, application execution time and average
power consumption may change, which can impact the energy-to-solution of an
application. Fig. 4.8 shows an example application behavior under different powercapping values. Fig. 4.8(a) presents our measured energy consumption and execution
time for running an HPC application (Intel’s DGEMM application from the HPCC
suite [LBD+ 06]) on a cluster. As can be observed in the figure, energy consumption has a convex characteristic that can be exploited to achieve optimal energy
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Figure 4.8: Impact of power capping on application characteristics.
consumption. We exploit the property to enable demand response participation in
this study. Such convexity can also be observed in the literature. For example,
Fig. 4.8(b) presents application characteristics reported in [TTG+ 16], where the scientific applications were collected from the Rodinia benchmark suite and the NPB
benchmark suite. As evident from this figure, energy consumption has a convex
relation with changes in the power-capping values.
In this section, we propose an emergency demand-response model for HPC systems based on power capping and node scaling.

4.4.1

Exploiting Power-Capping Property

In this subsection, we present the performance prediction models we consider and
the optimization problem we implement for demand response participation of HPC
systems. We leverage the power-capping property in each node to enable demand
response participation.
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4.4.1.1

Power and Performance Prediction Models

We now present the power-capping prediction model that we use to predict application behavior under different power-capping values. The average power consumption
of job j running on a processor at power-capping level P can be estimated by the
following polynomial function:
p(j, P ) = aj + bj · P + cj · P 2 + dj · P 3 ,

(4.10)

where aj , bj , cj , and dj are constants determined from empirical analysis of the average power relation with different power-capping values. In particular, aj represents
the static power consumption while running the application.
In a similar approach, we can determine the execution time of job j at powercapping level P using the following equation:
t(j, P ) = αj · eβj ·P + γj ,

(4.11)

where αj , βj , and γj are regression coefficients determined from polynomial fitting
function using empirical data.
To gain confidence in the proposed models, we present a validation study of
the power and execution time prediction models based on real-life measurements of
application running on a cluster.
We used a system monitoring/controlling tool, called pycoolr [Yos15], to sample
per-CPU core temperatures and CPU/DRAM power consumption. The tool uses the
Intel RAPL interface to take measurements and reports the results in the JavaScript
Object Notation (json) format for later analysis. The tool can also be used to
set the upper limit of CPU power consumption. In the validation study, we used
pycoolr to set the processor’s power limit and to characterize the behavior of HPC
applications, particularly focusing on performance, temperature change, and actual
power consumption with various power-capping values.
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We selected various HPC applications from different sources, such that they
can be representative of different application characteristics (e.g., compute-intensity
vs. communication-intensity). In particular, we chose the applications from the
CORAL benchmarks [Oak14], the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [BBB+ 91], and
the HPCC Suite [LBD+ 06].
The CORAL initiative is a collaboration among Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Argonne National Laboratory and
contains a number of HPC benchmarks, representing various DOE applications. We
selected applications from the following divisions: scalable science benchmarks (applications expected to run at full scale on the CORAL systems), throughput benchmarks (applications representing large ensemble runs), data-centric benchmarks (applications representing data-intensive workloads, such as integer operations, instruction throughput, and indirect addressing), and skeleton benchmarks (proxy applications that investigate various platform characteristics including network performance, and multithreading overheads.) The following applications were chosen in
particular from CORAL: (1) Nekbone, a compute-intensive application supporting
various operations (such as MPI Allreduce, vector operations, and matrix-matrix
multiplication); (2) LULESH, an application that models hydrodynamics for unstructured meshes and solves a simple Sedov blast problem; (3) Hash, an application
that evaluates the performance of architecture integer operations; and (4) XSBench,
an application that stresses system through memory capacity.
The NPB suite includes a small set of programs designed to help evaluate the
performance of parallel applications. From this suite, we selected the CG application
(class C), which uses a conjugate gradient algorithm for solving particular systems
of linear equations. From the HPCC suite, we selected Intel’s DGEMM application
for our study. DGEMM is a double-precision general dense-matrix multiply routine
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Figure 4.9: Power regression model for different applications.
in the Intel MKL library. The application is designed to measure the sustained,
floating-point computational rate of a single node.
For our validation study, we varied the power-capping level from 40 W to 140
W at the increment of 20 W. We measured the average power usage and execution
time of the applications using the pycoolr tool. Fig. 4.9 shows the average power
consumption of running different applications: AMG, CG, DGEMM, and Nekbone,
respectively. We plot both the measured experiment data and the fitted model data
in the same figures. We observe that the prediction model matches with the application power usage generally well. Fig. 4.10 shows the execution time of different
applications with different power-capping values. Similar to the power prediction
model, the execution time prediction model is reasonably accurate, as evident from
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Figure 4.10: Runtime regression model for different applications.
the figure. We later use the measured data and prediction models to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed HPC system demand-response model.

4.4.1.2

Determining Optimal Power Cap

Next, we present an optimal power cap allocation algorithm for HPC system demand
response participation.
During normal operating time, we set the power-capping value to the maximum
limit. This is to ensure that the applications are run with maximum performance,
such that demand response participation from HPC system does not impact the
original target: to achieve high-performance capability for running the applications.
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When a demand response event happens, we exploit the power-capping property
and select an appropriate power-capping value to reduce energy consumption.
For simplicity, we assume that a job j runs with the same power cap P on all nj
processors, where nj is the job size. The total energy consumption of the job can
be determined as follows:
e(j, P ) = nj · p(j, P ) · t(j, P ).

(4.12)

Let Pmin and Pmax denote the minimum and maximum power cap allowed by
the HPC processor architecture, respectively. We determine the power cap of the
processors Pj for job j such that
Pmin ≤ Pj ≤ Pmax .

(4.13)

During the demand response period, we resort to the energy conservation mode
by selecting the appropriate power cap values of all running jobs so that we can
minimize the overall energy usage. The power cap limit allocation problem can be
formulated as an optimization problem, as follows:
X
Minimize:
eR (j, Pj )
j∈R

(4.14)

subject to constraint (4.4),
where eR (j, Pj ) denotes the remaining energy expected to be consumed if running
job j at power cap Pj , which can be calculated as follows:
eR (j, Pj ) = (1 − αj ) · nj · p(j, Pj ) · t(j, Pj ),

(4.15)

where αj is the percentage of job j that has been completed thus far. As outlined
earlier, the energy consumption of applications at different power-capping values
has been in general shown to be convex. We can therefore solve the optimization
problem using standard optimization solver and determine optimal power-capping
values for each job.
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4.4.2

Exploiting Power-Capping and Node-Scaling Properties

In this subsection, we extend our demand-response model to incorporate node scaling for jobs that can vary the job size (i.e., with job malleability). In the preceding
section, we considered only power capping. We do so when one cannot change the
job size, that is, when the jobs are specified with a fixed number of nodes upon
arrival. In this section, we relax this constraint for malleable jobs and exploit both
node-scaling and power-capping capabilities for HPC system demand response participation.

4.4.2.1

Energy-to-Solution Prediction Model

We first present a prediction model that incorporates the effect of both node scaling
and power capping for demand response. We consider various regression prediction
models (e.g., linear interpolation, spline interpolation) for predicting the energy-tosolution (EtS) of the same HPC applications. We determine the type of predictor to
be used in the demand-response model based on the root-mean-square-error value
determined from the learned data and predicted data.
We implemented the following five predictor functions: (1) Linear, which captures the linear behavior of predicted function; (2) Spline, which captures the nonlinear behavior of the prediction; (3) Linear + Spline, which is a combination that
first captures the linear and then the non-linear behavior of the prediction; (4)
Spline + Linear, which is a combination that first captures the non-linear behavior
of the prediction and then the linear behavior of prediction; and (5) Linear + Spline
+ Linear, which is a combination that captures the nonlinear behavior in-between
the linear behavior predictions at the beginning and at the end. For the combined
cases, we determine the boundary value between different prediction regimes (i.e.,
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Figure 4.11: Node scaling model for different applications.
the points at which transition is made from linear to nonlinear or vice versa). After
determining the appropriate prediction function and boundary values, we are able
to predict the application behavior for unknown numbers of nodes. Then, we interpolate across known power-capping values to predict the application characteristics
for unknown power-capping values.
To validate the EtS prediction model for different job sizes, we collected and used
the values reported in [SWAB14] for two HPC applications: Hydro [LdVW+ 12] and
EPOCH [A+ 14]. We first consider a strong-scaling scenario for the application Hydro
and use the values from [SWAB14]. For this case, the data available were for node
numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 165, 450, and 500. Fig. 4.11(a) shows the measured data
points and predicted results for this scenario. We observe that the prediction model
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correctly predicts a combination of nonlinear and linear predictor functions to be
used for prediction, along with the appropriate boundary value (i.e., 450 nodes in
this example). The prediction error is low. We make similar observations for Hydro
under weak scaling, as shown in Fig. 4.11(b): the prediction error is reasonably low
for this application.
Next, we consider a strong-scaling scenario for the application EPOCH. Fig. 4.11(c)
presents the prediction for EPOCH application with strong scaling. We use the values from [SWAB14]. For this case, the data available were for node numbers 64, 75,
90, and 128. Fig. 4.11(d) presents the measured data points (for node numbers 16,
40, and 64) and predicted results for this scenario. As can be seen from the figures,
the prediction model correctly predicts based on the measured data.

4.4.2.2

Determining Optimal Power Cap and Node Number

We now formulate an optimization problem to determine the optimal power cap
and node number for the HPC system emergency demand response participation.
The optimal number of nodes and optimal power cap determination problem during
demand response periods can be formulated as follows:
Minimize:

X

eR (j, Pj , nj )

j∈R

(4.16)

subject to constraint (4.4),
where eR (j, Pj , nj ) denotes the remaining energy expected to be consumed if running
job j at power cap Pj on nj number of nodes, which can be calculated as follows:
eR (j, Pj , nj ) = (1 − αj ) · nj · p(j, Pj ) · t(j, Pj ).
We determine nj and Pj for job j to optimize (4.16).
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(4.17)

4.4.3

Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we present experiments and results to show the effectiveness of
our demand-response model exploiting the power-capping capability. We used two
benchmarks:
• Demand-Response, which determines the optimal power-capping value based
on the optimization problem and solution given in (4.14) during a demand response
period. It chooses the maximum power-capping limit during the normal operating
time.
• Non-Demand-Response, which always chooses the maximum power-capping
limit to ensure best application performance. We choose this benchmark since it
ensures the high-performance requirements of HPC applications. Such policy is also
denoted as the default method for power allocation to processors [LSSS16].
To evaluate our design, we used a real-life workload trace from the parallel
workload archive [FTK14]. The trace was collected at the San Diego Supercomputer
Center (SDSC SP2), which contains 5,000 jobs. This trace has been widely-used in
various studies [DSRI13, KMY15]. The trace includes information about job start
time, job run time, job wait time, requested number of processors, and so on. The
workload trace, however, does not contain any power-related information. For that,
we ran real-life applications on the cluster to measure the power consumption. The
details of the applications’ power and execution time are given in Section 4.4.1.
Fig. 4.12 compares the two benchmarks with different demand response events
ratio. We vary the demand response events ratio from 25% (i.e., a demand response event lasts 25% of the entire operation duration) to 100%. As can be seen in
Fig. 4.12(a), Demand-Response achieves reduced per job average energy consumption compared with the Non-Demand-Response benchmark. The energy saving is
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Figure 4.12: Benchmark comparison with power capping.
more pronounced as the demand response events ratio increases. Demand-Response
incurs only a moderate increase in the per job average average execution time compared with that of the performance-mode. Since Demand-Response reduces the
energy consumption during the critical demand response periods, the increase in
application execution time is understandable.
In the rest of the subsection, we present an experiment to show the effectiveness of
the demand-response model with both power-capping and node-scaling capabilities.
We compare the following two benchmarks:
• Demand-Response-Scale, which determines optimal power-capping value and
node allocation that reduces EtS. The benchmark solves (4.16) to determine the
optimal resource allocation during the demand response period. The benchmark
allocates all available nodes and chooses the maximum power-capping limit on all
nodes during the normal operation time.
• Non-Demand-Response-Scale, which always chooses the maximum power-capping
limit to ensure the best application performance. It also allocates the maximum
number of nodes to the job. Note that, this allocation policy is also chosen in the
literature as baseline case [SLK+ 13].
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Figure 4.13: Benchmark comparison with power capping and node scaling.
We collected the execution time and energy consumption data from [LDKP15]
for the following two HPC applications: AMR (an application for adaptive mesh
refinement simulations) and LULESH (a shock hydrodynamic modeling application
for unstructured meshes). The applications were executed on 4, 8, 12, and 16 nodes.
The power-capping values were set to be between 31 W and 55 W with 3 W intervals.
We collected the measurements from [LDKP15] and used the prediction model in
Section 4.4.2 to predict the application characteristics (i.e., EtS) for unknown node
numbers and power-capping values. We used the SDSC SP2 trace from the parallel
workload archive [FTK14] for other job-related information (e.g., job start time, job
wait time).
Fig. 4.13 compares the results. Fig. 4.13(a) shows the effect of running the
jobs using the power and performance data of the Lulesh application. Fig. 4.13(b)
shows the effect of using the power and performance data of AMR application. As
evident from the figures, the Demand-Response-Scale benchmark always achieves
smaller EtS than the Non-Demand-Response-Scale benchmark. This is because
Demand-Response-Scale considers optimization of energy consumption during the
demand response event through both power capping and node scaling, while NonDemand-Response-Scale does not consider such optimization. In the figures, job
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malleability denotes the percentage of jobs that are allowed to change the job size.
We change the job malleability from 10% (in which case, only 10% of the jobs can
be distributed on an optimal number of nodes) to 100%. As expected, with higher
job malleability, more jobs can be flexible in choosing the job size for optimized
performance, increasing the opportunity to reduce the energy consumption with
our proposed algorithm.

4.5

Summary

In this part of the dissertation, we propose emergency demand-response-aware job
scheduling and resource provisioning algorithm for HPC systems. The job scheduling algorithm operates between the power-constrained energy-conservation mode
(using DVFS) and the performance-conservation mode, depending on whether the
system is in a demand response period or not. We develop a scheduler simulator
to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. The simulator has been validated by
comparing with existing simulators using real-life workload traces. We performed
evaluation studies and results have demonstrated that our proposed emergency demand response method can achieve energy savings with only moderate impact to
the application performance due to demand response. Next, we study HPC system
demand response participation and propose an emergency demand-response model
that leverages power-capping and node-scaling capabilities. We present power, performance, and energy prediction models for HPC applications with unknown powercapping values and job sizes. We validated our prediction models using real-life
measurement of application characteristics (including both power and execution
time) and compared our models with approaches in literature. We propose an HPC
emergency demand-response model by selecting optimal power limit and job size.
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Using real-life measurements and trace-based data, we examined the effectiveness
of our proposed approach and compare it with existing approaches. Our model can
effectively reduce the HPC system’s energy consumption during critical demand response periods and by doing so enable emergency demand response participation
from HPC systems.
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CHAPTER 5
ECONOMIC DEMAND RESPONSE FOR HPC SYSTEMS
HPC systems can consume an enormous amount of electricity during their operation, and consequently incur significant energy cost. In this part of the dissertation,
we propose an economic demand-response model to allow both HPC operators and
HPC users to jointly reduce the energy cost. More specifically, we apply the contract theory originated from economics for studying the contractual arrangements
among economic actors, and design a rewarding scheme to ensure participation of
both HPC operators and HPC users in the demand response program.

5.1

Background

Energy cost is a major part of the overall cost-of-operation of HPC systems. With
significant increase in the size of the supercomputers recently, the energy consumption has also increased. For example, the recently-built Summit supercomputer at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in United States has reached a peak power consumption of 15 MWs. Considering that 1 MW electricity costs approximately $1
million, the Summit supercomputer would need to add a $15 million annual recurring cost to the overall operation expense. Demand response is a scheme adopted
by energy consumers to reduce energy use during high energy load periods at the
request of the power grid.
Various demand response programs (including both economic demand response
and emergency demand response programs) are offered by energy service providers
to encourage energy reduction from participants. Fig. 5.1 shows an example of
the hourly energy reduction amount from various participants of PJM and location marginal pricing (LMP) value offered for participation in economic demand
response program on a typical day [PJM17]. In this work, we particularly study
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Figure 5.1: Energy reduction and electricity pricing from PJM economic demand
response on July 18, 2013 [PJM17].
the possibility of HPC systems in economic demand response participation through
voluntary energy reduction. By doing so, HPC systems can reduce their overall cost
of operation. To achieve this goal, however, one main challenge is to incentivize
the HPC users to participate in the demand response program. Since participation
in demand response program can introduce delays in application execution, HPC
users may be reluctant. Consequently, a proper rewarding mechanism is necessary
to enable willing participation from HPC users in the demand response program.
In general, an incentive mechanism should reward users commensurate to their
contributions: an HPC user with more contribution toward demand response should
be allowed with more rewards compared to users with lower contribution, and vice
versa. Yet, an HPC operator may not have the information of HPC users’ willingness to participate. There is information asymmetry between the HPC operator and the HPC users. A proper rewarding mechanism must reward HPC users
based on their willingness to participate. As such, we resort to the contract theory, a powerful tool from microeconomics, where an employer (in this case, the
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HPC operator) offers contracts to the employees (the HPC users) based on the
employees’ preference and yet under information asymmetry. Contract theory is a
well-established rewarding mechanism which has been used in different areas, such
as spectrum trading in relay network [GWXZ11, ZSS+ 15], mobile cloud computing
environment [KBC+ 11, DKS+ 14], and device-to-device communication in cellular
network [SNHH14]. In summary, to motivate HPC users’ energy reduction for HPC
system demand response, we propose a contract design approach where an HPC
operator offers a set of contracts (i.e., energy reduction goals and financial rewards)
to HPC users who can voluntarily select either none or one of the contracts to accept to run the jobs. Our approach addresses the energy reduction problem in HPC
systems through the contract-based demand response mechanism.

5.2

Related Work

We provide the background and discuss existing work related to our proposed
contract-based economic demand response model for HPC systems. In particular,
we describe existing approaches for reducing energy cost in HPC systems, introduce
existing demand response models for data centers, and provide a brief overview of
the contract theory and its applications.

5.2.1

Reducing Energy Cost

Utility companies charge their customers based on two types of costs: (1) energy
charge, and (2) demand charge. For example, HPC facilities, such as the one in
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, pay two types of electricity charges from the
utility company: energy charge and demand charge [PBG+ 16]. Energy charge is
determined based on the total energy consumption of the system. Demand charge
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is calculated based on the peak power usage of a customer during a billing cycle
(usually a month). This charge is introduced by the utility company to compensate
for the support in running the infrastructure at the maximum capacity. In this
work, we consider both energy charge and demand charge. Our model takes into
consideration the time-varying electricity price and tries to reduce the energy cost
by focusing on the peak price periods.
There are different approaches to reducing energy cost for HPC systems. One
can explore job scheduling to reduce the size of the electricity bill. For example,
Yang et al. [YZW+ 13] proposed a job scheduling approach to exploit variable electricity price and power consumption profile of jobs. Each day is divided into two
parts based on the electricity price: on-peak and off-peak. Jobs are classified based
on their power profile (derived from past execution data). Low power-consuming
jobs are preferably chosen to run during the on-peak time periods, while high
power-consuming jobs are preferably run during the off-peak time periods. Zhou
et al. [ZLTD13] also proposed an electricity pricing-aware job scheduling and power
budgeting approach (based on on-peak and off-peak electricity pricing). However,
their approach specifically focuses on the IBM Blue Gene/P systems, and may not
be easily generalized to other systems. Murali et al. [MV15] proposed a method to
exploit the spatio-temporal variation in electricity price and use it to dispatch workloads to geographically distributed supercomputers. Their scheduling algorithm is
formulated as a minimum cost maximum flow problem. They use different prediction algorithms to calculate the response times of the jobs and electricity cost
variations. Several strategies have been evaluated in [AS11] to exploit variations
in electricity prices, carbon intensity and renewable energy. Through adapting the
workload execution in accordance with the time variation in electricity price, one
can demonstrate the potential in energy cost saving. Our proposed economic de-
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mand response model also considers time-varying electricity price and workload for
reducing the energy cost in HPC systems.
Reducing peak power usage has been studied extensively for data centers. For example, Liu et al. [LWC+ 13] proposed to use workload scheduling and backup power
generation to perform peak shaving to enable data center demand response participation. Zhou et al. [ZYGL15] exploited two types of energy storage devices (ESDs),
battery storage and thermal energy storage, to reduce the data center operation
cost through shaving peak power consumption. Shi et al. [SXZW16] proposed to
exploit ESDs exclusively to reduce peak power consumption in data center. Specific
to HPC systems, some recent studies have focused on peak shaving. For example,
Chiesi et al. [CVM+ 15] performed HPC job scheduling in heterogeneous CPU-GPU
architectures to reduce the peak power under a predetermined budget. In this work,
we consider only resource management schemes with frequency scaling capabilities,
although methods such as using ESDs can be considered for HPC systems demand
response.

5.2.2

Demand Response

Energy cost reduction through demand response is a well-studied topic in certain
areas (such as data centers and smart buildings). As a large energy consumer, data
centers have proven beneficial to the demand response programs [WLLMR14]. Data
center demand response can exploit different workload scheduling (such as load shifting in time [LWC+ 13] and load balancing among geographical locations [WHLMR16])
and resource provisioning (such as frequency scaling [LLRL12]) to enable demand
response participation.
It is important to note that data center demand response deals with specific types
of workload (such as map-reduce applications or network transaction based applica-
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tions), which are quite different from HPC applications. HPC applications possess
unique power and performance characteristics. Unlike data center jobs, many HPC
applications are less flexible with changing job size, and most are non-interactive
(delay-tolerant) jobs submitted through a batch job scheduler that collectively schedules, manages, and monitors jobs running on the HPC systems. More importantly,
HPC users usually have different expectations from data center users: achieving
high performance is typically the main objective of running those jobs on HPC systems in the first place. With this mentality, energy saving is at best a secondary
consideration. It is thus a challenge to translate energy saving concerns of an HPC
operator into a judicious user decision making of running computational tasks with
best energy conservation which can often lead to suboptimal runtime performance.

5.2.3

Contract Theory and Applications

A contract is the agreement between involved parties that specifies various actions
that the parties are supposed to take at different times. There is the “principal” who
offers the contracts; there are “agents” who are offered with the contracts and make
decisions on whether to accept or refuse the contracts. Contract theory studies how
the parties deal with the contracts in the presence of hidden or asymmetric information. The agents keep their private information (e.g., the type to which the agent
belongs). The principal may be uninformed about agents’ private information, and
yet needs to design the contracts in order to maximize agents’ participation as well
as the principal’s payoff. Such problem is termed as the adverse selection problem
or hidden information problem. This problem was studied by [Ake70]. A contractbased solution is to offer a menu of contract bundles. See, for example, [GL84].
Contract theory has been applied in many fields, including economics and communication systems (e.g., radio network, vehicular network, and cellular network).
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In economics, for example, contract theory has contributed to formulating labor contract (employer offering wage contract to employees with unknown productivity),
and financial contract (lender deciding investment with unknown profitability). In
radio networks, there have been studies to enable cooperation among relay nodes to
improve relay performance (e.g., [ZWXL15, HJB12]). Contract theory has helped
in developing models to incentivize participation of relay nodes in cooperative relay.
Nazari and Jamalipour [NJ14] proposed a power allocation and price assignment
algorithm to maximize utility of multi-hop wireless networks. Their algorithm is
based on a contract-auction mechanism in the presence of asymmetric information.
Recent studies [GCWL13, WNC+ 14] have also applied contract theory to coordinate a large number of electric vehicles (EVs) to appropriately charge or discharge
as ancillary services to the power grid, based on information asymmetry between the
EVs and the power grid (e.g., different EVs have different preferences toward charging/discharging at different times). To encourage device-to-device (D2D) communication in cellular networks, various contract-based approaches have been proposed
to increase network capacity [ZSS+ 15, MLY+ 16]. In them, information asymmetry
exists since the base station may not know user’s willingness to contribute to the
D2D communication.

5.3

Model

In this section, we describe the system model along with different notations used.
We consider a discrete-time model and divide the entire time period into T time
slots of equal length (e.g., 15 minutes or one hour). We denote the time slots by
t = 1, · · · , T and duration of each time slot by ts . To simplify the notations, we
exclude the time notations from the model. We decide and allocate resources at the
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Notation
Θ
θi
∆ei
∆ti
ri
ni
fi
φ

Table 5.1: List of Key Notations
Description
Set of job types, Θ = {θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θi , · · · , θn }
Flexibility of job type i
Energy reduction by job type i
Percentage increase in execution time for job type i
Reward awarded to job type i
Number of processors required for job type i
Frequency allocated to processors for job type i
Electricity price

beginning of each time period. The key notations and their meanings are given in
Table 5.1, while description of these terms and some other notations are given in
the text.

5.3.1

An Example

We start with a hypothetical example to demonstrate how our proposed contractbased model would work. We assume for simplicity there are only three types of
jobs: {θ1 , θ2 , θ3 } = {0.2, 0.4, 0.8}. The θ values, which can any positive numbers,
are preselected to represent the flexibility of the job types to participate in the
demand response. A lower value indicates that the job type is more flexible and the
HPC operator can have more flexibility (or cause less inconvenience to the users) to
”stretch” the runtime of the jobs belonging to this type in order to save the energy.
A higher value, on the contrary, would mean that the job type is more rigid; the
HPC operator has less flexibility (or cause more inconvenience to users) to ”stretch”
the runtime of the jobs to save energy. When job submission, the user will select a
job type for the submitted job depending on the urgency of the job’s completion.
More rigid job types generate less opportunities for the HPC operators to change
the execution of the jobs to save energy. To incentivize the participation, a user can
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expect more reward given for jobs with more flexibility. As an example, we consider
three jobs currently in the system, denoted by job#1, job#2, job#3. Assume we
assign job#1 to type θ1 , job#2 to type θ2 , and job#3 to type θ3 . That is, job#1 is
the most flexible job among the three, and job#3 is the least flexible job.
At each time slot, the HPC operator considers all jobs in the submission queue
(three in this example). However, she does not know the types of these jobs. This
information is considered private to the users. (Giving this information to the
HPC operator would be disadvantageous to the users as the HPC operator may
use this information to exploit the users and trick them into suboptimal contracts
with less rewards). The HPC operator knows the current electricity price, say,
$20/kWh, and with this information, she can design a contract bundle for each
job type. A contract bundle contains two elements: the monetary reward, and the
expected increase in percentage of time to run the jobs belonging to this type. In our
example, the HPC operator would provide three contract bundles, one for each job
type: ($2550, 30), ($1200, 15), ($200, 5). Details on how this is done will be discussed
in the sections to follow.
Upon receiving the three contracts, the users need to determine for each job
which of three contracts to accept, or reject them all. To do that, the user needs
to calculate a utility for each job. A job must have positive utility to accept a
contract; in addition, a job will choose the contract type that can maximize the
utility. There are several ways to define the utility. For our model, we define a
job’s utility with respect to a contract as the difference between the reward and the
inconvenience cost, which is a function of the percentage increase in execution time.
For the example, we use θi c∆ti as the inconvenience cost, where we set c = 10 and
∆ti is the percentage increase in execution time for job type i (Eq. 5.4).
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As such, the utility of job#1 for job type 1 contract ($2550, 30) can be calculated
as 2550 − 0.2 · (30)2 · 10 = 750. Similarly, the utility of job#1 for job type 2 contract
($1200, 15) is 1200 − 0.2 · (15)2 · 10 = 750, and the utility of job#1 for job type
3 contract ($200, 5) is 200 − 0.2 · (5)2 · 10 = 150. Therefore, the user submitting
job#1 may select the contract for job type 1 as an optimal decision. Using the
same argument, the utilities of job#2 for the three contracts are -1050, 300, and
100, respectively; and the utilities of job#3 are -4650, -600, and 0, respectively.
The users submitting job#2 and job#3 will select the contract for job type 2 and 3,
respectively. This is not a coincidence. As we show later, contract theory guarantees
that optimally the users choose the contracts designed for the job types to which
their jobs belong.
At the system side, the HPC operator can calculate the total energy savings from
the three jobs if the users choose to enter the respective contracts for the rewards
and therefore willingly extend the execution time of the jobs with the specified
percentage. Energy saving is achieved by the HPC operator lowering the CPU
frequency of the processors running the jobs to a predetermined value (determined by
an energy optimization model). The total amount of energy saved can be translated
and distributed among the users as monetary rewards stipulated in the contracts.
After providing the rewards to the users, the operator shall still maintain a positive
amount for its own demand response participation. As a result, it creates a win-win
situation for both HPC users and the HPC operator, as well as the energy supplier
for reduced energy consumption.

5.3.2

HPC System Model

We consider an HPC system with one HPC operator and set of Θ jobs types.
We assume that jobs are distributed to one of the job types denoted by Θ =
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{θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θi , · · · , θn }. The operator will offer a menu of contracts with the contract bundle intended for job of type i as (ri , ∆ti ), where ri is the reward to the job
of type i and ∆ti is the application performance change for jobs belonging to type i
due to demand response participation. Note that the operator needs to design one
contract item for each job type in order to obtain the optimal result [BD05].
We now formulate the job power consumption and execution time characteristics.
To determine the average power consumption, we use a similar model as proposed
in [WTCM16]. We assume that a job of type i runs at frequency fi on the requested
processors. We estimate the processor’s power consumption at frequency fj for job
of type i using the following third-order polynomial function:
p(fi ) = ai + bi · fi + ci · fi2 + di · fi3

(5.1)

where ai , bi , ci , and di are constants determined from empirical analysis of average
power relation with different frequency values. Here, ai represents the static power
consumption while running the jobs. We assume that HPC operator can determine
the parameters based on historical data and update the parameters for each job
type with more learned data related to power consumption behavior.
During each time slot, the HPC system operator determines the optimal configuration (i.e., frequency allocation) for the incoming jobs. While there are many
different energy-saving techniques available, we consider frequency allocation as a
possible method in this work. To reduce power consumption with particular focus
on demand response, the HPC operator allocates optimized speeds to processors for
new jobs. We assume that changed server frequency of servers allocated to job of
type i is denoted by fi0 . The average power consumption by job of type i with such
changed speed is denoted by:
p(fi0 ) = ai + bi · fi0 + ci · fi02 + di · fi03
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The following constraint ensures the upper and lower limits for changed frequency
allocation for job of type i:
fmin ≤ fi0 ≤ fmax

(5.2)

where, fmin and fmax denote the lower and upper limit of frequency allocation to
processors, respectively.
In the same fashion we estimate the execution time for job of type i at frequency
fi using the second-order polynomial function:
t(fi ) = αi + βi · fi + γi · fi2

(5.3)

where, αi , βi , and γi are regression coefficients determined from polynomial fitting
function using empirical data. After changing the frequency to fi0 , the execution
time for job of type i can be represented as follows:
t(fi0 ) = αi + βi · fi0 + γi · fi02
We assume that by default the jobs are run at highest frequency to achieve the best
performance. Energy consumption for job of type i at maximum frequency can be
represented as following: ei = ni ·p(fmax )·ts , where ts denotes duration of time period
(e.g., 15 minutes or 1 hour). We consider ts = 1 hour for this work since various
values (such as the electricity price) are reported hourly. Energy consumption for
job of type i at changed frequency fi0 can be represented as following: e0i = ni ·
p(fi0 ) · ts . Therefore, energy reduction by job of type i through frequency scaling
can be represented as ∆ei = ei − e0i . Moreover, the change in execution time due to
changing the frequency to fi0 is denoted by t(fmax )−t(fi0 ). We denote the percentage
change in execution time by ∆t = 100 · [t(fmax ) − t(fi0 )]/t(fmax ).
HPC users need to be compensated for changes in their application execution
performance, so that they are willing to participate in demand response program for
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energy reduction. Now we formulate the HPC jobs’ inconvenience cost (or implicit
cost [MHL+ 13]) due to demand response participation. We denote job of type i’s
flexibility to participate in demand response by θi . A higher value of θi would denote
that the job of such type is less flexible towards participation in the demand response
program (e.g., due to deadline for project completion). On the other hand, some jobs
would be more flexible and correspondingly have lower value of θi . Such information
may be private to the user, which produces an information asymmetry between the
job types and operator. We denote the job of type i’s incurred inconvenience cost
due to demand response participation as a general function of execution time change,
denoted by the following:
v(θi , ∆ti ) = θi · c(∆ti )

(5.4)

where ∆ti denotes the percentage execution time change due to demand response
participation for job of type i. Without loss of generality, we assume that c(∆ti ) =
c0 · (∆ti )2 , where c0 is the coefficient to convert the quantity into monetary value.
Here, other functions can be incorporated as well. Representing inconvenience as
a quadratic cost function is common in economics and has also been considered
in other applications [ZWXL15, KC15]. HPC operator may not have complete
information of how jobs are distributed to different types. Since there is information
asymmetry between the operator and the users, we resort to contract theory to
design an incentive mechanism to ensure users’ willing participation in the demand
response program.
We define the utility for jobs of type i as following:
ui = ri − v(θi , ∆ti ), ∀i ∈ {1, 2 · · · n}

(5.5)

The objective of the HPC operator is to determine the optimal resource allocation
to incoming jobs and corresponding rewards such that HPC system’s profit from
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demand response participation is maximized. From the HPC operator’s perspective,
the utility function in terms of type-i job can be defined as:
uiop = mi · (φ · γ · ∆ei − ri )
where mi denotes the number of jobs belonging to job type i and φ denotes electricity
price. For the user’s participation to be of benefit to the HPC operator, the following
needs to be satisfied: uiop ≥ 0. Note that we focus on the server power consumption,
while the power consumption of non-IT parts of the HPC system such as cooling
and power supply system is captured using the factor of power usage effectiveness
(PUE), denoted by γ. The total utility for HPC operator can be represented as
following:
uop =

n
X

uiop .

(5.6)

i=1

The HPC operator may not have complete information on the job types (e.g., what
jobs are assigned to what type). However, the operator may maintain statistical
information on the distribution of jobs (i.e., the probability of a job belonging to a
certain type i). Based on historical data, the HPC operator can approximate the
optimal choices for the job types and provide rewards to the HPC users accordingly.
Although such information may be quite imprecise initially, the HPC operator can
gradually improve the estimate through “online learning” [GCWL13, SL14]. In this
way, the operator can learn and update the job types based on whether the offered
contracts are accepted or not.
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5.4

Formulation and Algorithm

In this section, we formulate the HPC system demand response participation problem and outline the algorithm. We first define two constraints that are essential for
designing a direct revelation contract 1 .
Definition 5.4.1 (Individual Rationality) Individual rationality (IR) constraint
or participation constraint ensures that participants in contract mechanism achieve
non-negative pay-off or utility. This ensures that an HPC user has an incentive
to participate in the demand response program. Mathematically, for job type i, IR
constraint can be described as following:
ui = ri − θi · c(∆ti ) ≥ 0

(5.7)

The reward received must compensate participation through energy reduction to motivate user’s participation. However, if ui < 0 the user will not participate in demand
response program.
Definition 5.4.2 (Incentive Compatibility) Incentive compatibility (IC) constraint
represents the fact that utility is maximized when participant chooses own contract
type over the other contract types. It reflects that, although a participant of type i
can choose a contract intended for another type (which we denote by i0 ), the utility
is maximized when the user chooses its own type i. Mathematically, for type i, IC
constraint can be described as following:
ri − θi · c(∆ti ) ≥ ri0 − θi · c(∆ti0 ).
1 Direct

(5.8)

revelation principle ensures that the agents are willing to reveal their true
identity to the mechanism designer
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Now, the optimization objective along with the constraints can be represented as
following:
max
(∆e,r)

s.t.

n
X

mi · [φ · γ · ∆ei − ri ]

(5.9)

i=1

Eqs. (5.2), (5.7), and (5.8)

where φ denotes electricity price and mi denotes number of jobs of job type i. The
HPC operator determines the optimal energy reduction amount ∆e, corresponding
reward r and performance change ∆t for teach job type and shares the contract
bundle (r, ∆t) to the users. Note that, the operator may not have information
about the job distribution information to different types. However, the operator may
assume job distribution information to different types (e.g., normal distribution) as
considered in literature [NJ14, KC15]. The operator then can maximize the expected
utility to derive the optimal energy reduction amount and reward for each job type.
The problem is intractable to solve due to large number of IR and IC constraints.
However, we can resort to constraint reductions to reduce the number of constraints
and make the problem solvable, which we present in the next section.

5.4.1

Feasibility and Optimality of Solutions

In this subsection, we provide contract feasibility and optimality for discrete-type
problem formulation in (5.9). The following two conditions are necessary conditions
to ensure feasibility and optimality of designed contracts:
Conditions for feasibility. We assume the contract set is C = {(ri , ∆ti )} with
the following relation: θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θn . Then the contract is feasible if and only
if:
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rn − θn · c(∆tn ) ≥ 0

(5.10)

ri−1 − θi−1 · c(∆ti−1 ) ≥ ri − θi−1 · c(∆ti ),
∀i ∈ {2, · · · , n − 1}

(5.11)

Conditions for optimality. For the optimal solution, the individual rationality
condition for the highest type and adjacent ICs are binding, and all other conditions
can be ignored. Let a feasible contract list be given by (r, ∆t). Then, we can state
the following:
rn∗ = θn · c(∆tn )

(5.12)

∗
ri−1
= ri∗ + θi−1 · (c(∆ti−1 )) − c(∆ti )),

∀i ∈ {2, · · · , n − 1}

(5.13)

Based on the above conditions, we can state the following theorem and reduced
optimization problem.
Theorem 5.4.3 (Contract Feasibility) The designed reduced contract-based formulation ensures IR and IC constraints and hence the formulation is feasible.
Proof. We first consider a case with two types of HPC jobs. Next, we extend and
generalize to multiple types of HPC jobs.
A Two-Type Scenario.
Suppose there are two types of HPC jobs so that Θ = {θ1 , θ2 }, with θ1 < θ2 . As
before, the reward for lowering usages is denoted by rj and the cost of doing so is
given by θi c(∆tj ), where j may or may not equal i (the HPC operator may choose
the contract intended for the other type).
This yields the following incentive compatibility (IC) constraints:
IC1 : r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) ≥ r2 − θ1 c(∆t2 ),
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(5.14)

and
IC2 : r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ r1 − θ2 c(∆t1 ).

(5.15)

The participation constraints (or individual rationality constraints) are given by:
IR1 : r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) ≥ 0,
and
IR2 : r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ 0.
Since θ1 < θ2 combining the Eqs. 5.14 and 5.15 yields
r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) ≥ r2 − θ1 c(∆t2 ) > r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ r1 − θ2 c(∆t1 ),
which implies
r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) > r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ 0.
So θ1 ’s IR must be satisfied strictly.
Now, adding the ICs yields
r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) + r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ r2 − θ1 c(∆t2 ) + r1 − θ2 c(∆t1 ),
which implies
−θ1 c(∆t1 ) − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ −θ1 c(∆t2 ) − θ2 c(∆t1 ),
or
[θ2 − θ1 ]c(∆t1 ) ≥ [θ2 − θ1 ]c(∆t2 ),
which implies
c(∆t1 ) ≥ c(∆t2 ).
Since c(.) is increasing, we have
∆t1 ≥ ∆t2 .
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(5.16)

The intuition here is that the lower cost job θ1 will reduce usage by a larger amount,
hence incur larger increase in execution time. Note that type θ1 can act like (or
choose the contract intended for) θ2 , but we do not need to worry about θ2 acting
like θ1 .

2

These imply that we are concerned with only the following two constraints:
IC1 : r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) ≥ r2 − θ1 c(∆t2 ),
and
IR2 : r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) ≥ 0.
Both of these constraints must bind. If not, the HPC operator could reduce ri and
receive a higher payoff. So we have
IC1 : r1 − θ1 c(∆t1 ) = r2 − θ1 c(∆t2 ),
and
IR2 : r2 − θ2 c(∆t2 ) = 0.
We can solve the reduced optimization problem through standard optimization solving algorithm.
Extension to n-type Case.
Next we can consider extending this two-type case to a setting with Θ = {θ1 , θ2 , · · · θn }.
The cost is given by θi c(∆ti ), with c increasing. So, thinking in terms of the continuum of types case of Section 5.4.2, we have the analogue of this having a strictly positive cross partial with respect to θi and ∆ti . Thus, this satisfies the Spence-Mirrlees
property so that satisfying the “local” constraints implies the global constraints are
satisfied. More precisely, we can define:
Ui = ri − θi c(∆ti ).
2 We

can verify this after finding the optimal menu of contracts. This follows a standard
procedure. See, for example [LM09].
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So we have U∆ti = −θi c0 (∆ti ) and Uri = 1. Thus, we have
U∆ti
= −θi c0 (∆ti ),
Uri
which implies
∂ U∆ti
= −c0 (∆ti ) < 0.
∂θi Uri
This implies that the Spence-Mirrlees property is satisfied and we have a monotonicity property. Thus, we need only to consider local constraints or the constraints
associated with adjacent types.

3

Therefore, the reduced optimization problem is

feasible and satisfies the IR and IC constraints.
After reduction of number of IR and IC constraints, the overall optimization
problem can be formulated as following:
" n
#
X
max mi ·
φ · γ · ∆ei − ri
(∆e,r)

i=1

s.t.rn − θn · c(∆tn ) = 0

(5.17)

ri−1 − θi−1 · c(∆ti−1 ) = ri − θi−1 · c(∆ti )

(5.18)

fmin ≤ fi0 ≤ fmax
The HPC operator can solve the above reduced optimization problem using standard optimization solving methods, such as the sequential least squares programming algorithm using the Han-Powel quasi-Newton method [Pow78]. Operator will
then distribute the contract bundles to the users for their selection. Alternatively,
the problem can also be solved taking Lagrangian multipliers to the equality constraints and then solving the Lagrangian formulation, as also considered in the
literature [ZJYH16, ZSS+ 15].
3 Ref.

[LM09] contains a good discussion of these ideas, and the setting here is similar to
theirs with the reward being analogous to the agent’s transfer and θi c(∆ti ) being analogous
to the quantity the agent produces.
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5.4.2

Contract Design with Continuum Type

In this subsection, we present contract design formulation of continuous types and
present theoretical analysis. We assume that the types are continuum (i.e., types are
denoted by continuous function [θ0 , θ00 ], where θ0 denotes initial value of type and
θ00 denotes ending value of type). Under asymmetrically incomplete information,
we assume that {f (θ)}θ∈Θ denotes probability distribution function (PDF) of types
and {F (θ)}θ∈Θ denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF). HPC system
operator’s objective in such continuum of types is given by:
#
Z θ00 "X
max
φ · γ · ∆e(θ) − r(θ) f (θ)dθ
(∆e,r)

θ0

(5.19)

θ∈Θ

s.t.r(θ) − θ · c(∆t(θ)) ≥ 0, ∀θ

(5.20)

r(θ) − θ · c(∆t(θ)) ≥ r(θ) − θ · c(∆t(θ)), ∀θ, θ

(5.21)

Note that, with a continuum types, the number of IC constraints becomes intractable
due to double continuum of IC constraints.
Theorem 5.4.4 (Reduction of Continuum Types) The intractable continuum
IC constraints can be reduced and solved.
Proof. We reduce the number of IC constraints based on the Single-Crossing property (or Spence-Mirrless condition) [Mir71], where IC constraints are reduced by
corresponding first order condition (FOC) [Mir71]. The incentive constraint Eq. 5.8
for continuum case can be replaced by following two conditions: ∆t(θ) and r(θ) are
incentive compatible iff
−c0 (∆t(θ)) ·

d∆t(θ)
≤0
dθ
d(t(θ))
≤ 0.
dθ
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(5.22)
(5.23)

Eq. 5.22 is referred to as local adjacency constraint and follows from the FOC and
second order condition for payoff maximization by type θ. Eq. 5.23 is called the
monotonicity constraint.
This is analogous to the conditions in [LM09] and the Spence-Mirrlees condition
applies, as in the binary case above, and the local constraints imply the global
constraints.4 Further, for settings in which the monotone hazard ratio property
is not satisfied everywhere along the distribution f (θ), we can resort to Myerson’s
ironing mechanism to design contract for the HPC users [Mye81].

5.5

Experiments

In this section, we present a trace-based simulation study to validate our proposed
approach and show effectiveness. First, we present the data set we used for benchmarking. Then, we present how our proposed approach performs for the trace data
and show that basic properties of contract theory is preserved. We then compare
our proposed approach with a system that does not consider demand response participation. Finally, we present a sensitivity study.

5.5.1

Data Set

We considered an HPC system which includes one HPC operator and six job types
(denoted as Type#1, Type#2, Type#3, Type#4, Type#5 and Type#6). The job
types’ flexibilities are denoted as {θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , θ4 , θ5 , θ6 } = {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}.
The PUE for the system is considered to be 1.3. We collected real-life HPC workload
trace from the parallel workload archive [FTK14]. The workload traces contain
runtime information collected at the University of Luxemburg Gaia HPC cluster
4 See

also [Hol16].
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Figure 5.2: Job arrivals and electricity price data.
during the time period from May 2014 through August 2014. The trace contains
51,987 jobs. The trace includes information about job start time, job run time,
job wait time, requested number of processors, and so on. We processed the data
and collected number of job arrivals during each hour to determine percentage job
arrivals during a day. Fig. 5.2(a) presents the percentage of job arrivals during each
hour of a day. We collected electricity price data for a 24-hour period on a day of
October 2017 from PJM Interconnect. The data is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). We consider
the cost for job execution on the system to be 0.023$/hour, which is a pricing used
in Amazon EC2 cluster [Ama17]. Different HPC clusters have such pricing scheme
for their users, while other clusters are envisioned to deploy such scheme in their
systems [MHL+ 13].
The workload trace we collected does not contain any power usage information.
Therefore, we collected and used power-related information from literature for this
study. We use the power data at different frequencies for six applications from an
existing study [ABB+ 14]. The details of the applications and related power data
are described in Section 4.3.1. Measurements were collected when running these
applications with different CPU frequencies, ranging from 1.2 GHz to 2.4 GHz at
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0.2 GHz intervals and 2.7 GHz. That is, the minimum and maximum frequency are
1.2 GHz and 2.7 GHz, respectively. The peak power of the processors was set to
240 W (determined from the power consumption of the six HPC applications when
running at the maximum frequency).

5.5.2

Energy Reduction and Utility

We first demonstrate how different HPC users participate in demand response program and their rewards for such participation. Fig. 5.3 presents results for energy
reduction and users’ and operator’s utilities. Fig. 5.3(a) shows energy reduction
amount by all jobs of different types. As evident from the figure, different jobs
participate in energy reduction at varying level to enable demand response participation. Fig. 5.3(b) shows rewards awarded to all the jobs of various job types.
During high electricity price periods, the users contribute more to energy reduction
and therefore are rewarded more. Fig. 5.3(c) shows the inconvenience cost for each
job in different job types. As can be seen in the figure, lower-type jobs (i.e., with
lower θi values) have higher inconvenience value than higher-type jobs, a requirement
for designing feasible contracts. Fig. 5.3(d) shows utility of each job for different
job types. As can be seen in the figure, different job types have non-negative utility
(Type#1 jobs have 0 utility). Fig. 5.3(e) shows the operator’s utility throughout
the time period. As evident from the figure, the operator will have positive utility
at different time period. Therefore, participation in demand response program will
be beneficial to the operator, after rewarding the users for their participations in
the program.
Fig. 5.4 shows the jobs types’ utilities when the same job type is offered different
contract options. In the figure, we show the utilities of each job type, when selecting
all the contracts offered by the operator. As clearly evident from the figure, each
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Figure 5.3: Energy reduction and utility.
type of user will achieve maximum utility when the user selects the contract that is
intended to its own type. Hence, if operator design the contracts using our designed
mechanism, the hidden types of the users will be revealed to the operator. Since
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each type of users would be willing to accept the contract designed for own type,
incentive compatibility constraint is satisfied using our designed mechanism.

5.5.3

Benchmark Comparison

To evaluate the performance of our resource provisioning algorithm for demand
response, we compare it with another policy that does not consider demand response.
We denote our policy for resource allocation as Demand-Response and the other
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policy which does not consider demand response participation as Non-DemandResponse. Fig. 5.5 compares the two benchmarks in terms of energy reduction and
energy cost during different time periods. Fig. 5.5(a) compares two benchmarks
for energy consumption. As evident from the figure, Demand-Response achieves
lower energy consumption throughout the time period. The energy consumption
reduction is more pronounced during the peak electricity period (for example, energy
consumption is reduced as much as 10% during hour#20 when the electricity price is
highest for the day). Fig. 5.5(b) compares the energy cost for both the benchmarks.
Demand-Response incurs lower energy cost throughout the time period compared
to Non-Demand-Response.
Fig. 5.6 shows effect of increase in hourly electricity price. We change the original electricity price from 20% to 100% and compare the two benchmarks. Average
energy cost in the figure denotes the hourly average energy cost for the entire day.
As evident from the figure, Demand-Response incurs lower energy cost compared
to Non-Demand-Response for different electricity price values. Moreover, the per-
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centage savings in energy cost for Demand-Response compared to Non-DemandResponse increases with higher electricity price. This is because Demand-Response
captures the variation in time-varying electricity price, and therefore is able to reduce the energy cost more significantly when the electricity price is higher.

5.6

Summary

In this chapter, we present an economic demand participation model for HPC systems. Based on contract theory, we design a rewarding mechanism for HPC users
to enable their willing participation in demand response program, so that HPC operators and HPC users can jointly reduce the energy cost. Our proposed demand
response model benefits all the involved participant: HPC system can reduce energy
cost, HPC users can earn reward from such participation and energy service provider
can achieve grid stability through overall energy reduction. We performed analytical
study to show that our proposed model can satisfy the necessary properties of contract theory. We also present simulation study to show that our model preserves the
necessary properties of contract theory and is effective than other existing approach.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we present a brief summary of this dissertation and provide some
future directions the research could be taken.

6.1

Summary

This dissertation addresses massive energy consumption of HPC system through
presenting detailed power and performance demand response participation models.
1. In the first part of the dissertation, we present how to accurately model HPC
applications’ performance running on large-scale HPC systems containing hundreds of thousands of nodes. More specifically, we do the following:
• We present interconnection network models for performance prediction
of large-scale scientific applications in high-performance architectures.
Specifically, we present interconnect models for Cray’s Gemini 3-D torus,
IBM’s Blue Gene/Q 5-D torus, Cray’s Aries dragonfly, and Infiniband’s
fat-tree network. Our interconnection network models have been fully
integrated with an implementation of the MPI model, which mimics all
common MPI commands, including various send and receive functions,
as well as collective operations. The MPI model can achieve packet-level
accuracy at the target platforms.
• We present extensive validation studies of our MPI and interconnect
models, including a trace-based study using data obtained from executing real-life computational physics code on an existing high-performance
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computing platform. We also present a performance study of a parallel computational physics application to show that our model can accurately predict the parallel behavior of large-scale applications. All the
results show that our models can provide sufficient accuracy. Moreover,
our study of the parallel performance of integrated models on large-scale
HPC platforms show good parallel scaling performance.
2. In the next part of the dissertation, we present power and performance models to enable HPC system’s demand response participation. To this end, we
develop emergency demand-response models for HPC systems.
• We explore the opportunity of HPC emergency demand response by
proposing a new HPC job scheduling and resource provisioning model.
More specifically, the proposed model applies power-bound energy-conservation
job scheduling and resource allocation (using DVFS) during the critical
demand-response events, while maintaining the traditional performanceoptimized job scheduling during the normal period.
• We implemented the proposed method in a simulator and compare it
with the traditional scheduling approach. Using trace-driven simulation,
we demonstrate that HPC demand response is a viable approach toward
power stability and energy savings with only marginal increase in the
jobs’ execution time.
• We propose an emergency demand-response model exploiting both power
capping of HPC systems and node scaling of HPC applications. We
present power and performance prediction models for HPC systems with
only power capping, upon which we propose our demand-response model.
We validated the models with real-life measurements of application char-
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acteristics. Next, we present models to predict energy-to-solution for
HPC applications with different numbers of nodes and power-capping
values, and we validate the models. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed emergency demand-response model using real-life
measurements and trace data.
3. Finally, we address HPC system’s significant energy cost reduction through
proposing an economic demand response participation model. Specifically,
we:
• Propose an economic demand response model to allow both HPC operators and HPC users to jointly reduce the energy cost. We apply the
contract theory to prepare a rewarding scheme to be offered by the HPC
operator to the HPC users to encourage users’ willing participation in
economic demand response.
• Performed both analytical and simulation studies of our proposed approach. We show that our contract-based demand response model is
both feasible (in ensuring both individual rationality and incentive compatibility) and optimal. Through trace-based simulation, we demonstrate
that our model preserves the necessary properties of contract theory and
is effective compared to other existing approach.

6.2

Future Directions

In the first part of the dissertation, we discuss how to perform rapid performance
prediction modeling in large-scale HPC systems. A possible future extension to this
work would be to include more recent interconnect topologies (e.g., Slim Fly), and
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integrate the interconnect model with detailed system models, including processors,
cache, and file systems. Another possible future work is to translate all our interconnect models to Simian Lua. Such translation would help us to study the parallel
performance of our integrated models on large-scale platforms and also to compare
with performance of current Python-based interconnect model implementation.
In the second part of the dissertation, we present job scheduling and resource
allocation algorithms to reduce energy consumption in HPC systems during demand
response periods. There are many opportunities to extend our proposed demandresponse model for HPC systems.
1. Our job scheduler uses linear regression models for predicting the job’s power
consumption and execution time. Regression models require empirical measurements of each application’s power consumption and execution time with
different CPU frequencies. In practice, this may not be readily available a priori, especially for unknown applications, at the job’s submission. More advanced models may be applied in this case. For example, inference and learning techniques (such as artificial neural networks) may be employed to help in
these scenarios [IdSSM05, LBdS+ 07].
2. For all types of power and performance models, prediction errors may occur.
A future work would be to investigate the effect of prediction errors on the
job scheduling and resource provisioning, and also to consider more adaptive
methods in power and performance prediction models.
3. Our demand response job scheduler considers only processor-level frequency
scaling. Some current HPC systems can support only machine-level DVFS.
In future systems, frequency scaling may also be available more commonly
at individual cores. We have not yet investigated these options. Moreover,
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frequency scaling and power capping are not the only control knobs for energy
saving. More adaptable power-aware scheduling policies and resource provisioning algorithms can be considered in addition to frequency scaling and
power capping.
4. There are techniques that consider power consumption as a function of computation and communication at the system level and/or at the sub-job level.
For example, Adagio [RLDS+ 09] considers variations in the energy consumption during computation and communication phases of the applications. Also,
SERA-IO [GFS12] replaces the traditional I/O middleware with an energyconscious mechanism that combines with DVFS for power-performance scheduling. These techniques can be considered in our future studies to allow more
effective demand response.
In the final part of the dissertation, we address HPC system’s economic demand
response participation and present a contract-based demand-response model. In
our study, we assume that the HPC operator have complete information on the
job types (e.g., which jobs belong to what type). In practice, the operator may
not directly have such information. Updating the statistical information on the
jobs’ distribution to different types (e.g., through “online learning”), can be an
interesting future work. We performed a brief theoretical study of the continuum
types of contracts. However, a more rigorous study of continuum types of contracts,
along with implementation of such types in practice, can be another future direction
to explore.
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